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Abstract: We study the non-relativistic expansion of general relativity coupled to matter.
This is done by expanding the metric and matter elds analytically in powers of 1=c2
where c is the speed of light. In order to perform this expansion it is shown to be very
convenient to rewrite general relativity in terms of a timelike vielbein and a spatial metric.
This expansion can be performed covariantly and o shell. We study the expansion of
the Einstein-Hilbert action up to next-to-next-to-leading order. We couple this to dierent
forms of matter: point particles, perfect uids, scalar elds (including an o-shell derivation
of the Schrodinger-Newton equation) and electrodynamics (both its electric and magnetic
limits). We nd that the role of matter is crucial in order to understand the properties
of the Newton-Cartan geometry that emerges from the expansion of the metric. It turns
out to be the matter that decides what type of clock form is allowed, i.e. whether we have
absolute time or a global foliation of constant time hypersurfaces. We end by studying
a variety of solutions of non-relativistic gravity coupled to perfect uids. This includes
the Schwarzschild geometry, the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volko solution for a uid star, the
FLRW cosmological solutions and anti-de Sitter spacetimes.
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1 Introduction
Nature is relativistic at a fundamental level but nonetheless it often eectively appears
to us as non-relativistic (NR). This typically happens in many-body or condensed mat-
ter type systems but it can also be true for gravitational phenomena. General relativity
(GR) can often be well-approximated by a theory of non-relativistic gravity such as the
post-Newtonian (PN) approximation. Hence, uncovering the mathematical description
of non-relativistic geometries, their dynamics and interaction with matter (classical and
quantum) is a very relevant subject. In this paper, building on earlier work by [1{4], we
try to systematically build up a geometrical language that allows us to formulate certain
gravitational problems in a manifestly non-relativistic manner.
This work is mainly foundational and therefore not so much concerned with applica-
tions. Nevertheless we will show that the Friedmann equations, the Tolman-Oppenheimer-
Volko (TOV) uid star and the usual eects due to the Schwarzschild geometry can all
be captured by the theory of non-relativistic gravity described here. More generally we
expect this approach to be relevant whenever the gravitational interaction can eectively
be treated as instantaneous.
1.1 Background and motivation
Recent years have seen a revival in the study of non-relativistic gravity and its formulation
in terms of Newton-Cartan (NC) type geometries. NC geometry was originally introduced
by Cartan in 1923 [5, 6] (see also e.g. [7, 8]) to geometrise Newton's laws of gravitation,
following the successful use of pseudo-Riemannian geometry in the formulation of Einstein's
theory of general relativity. The recent developments in non-relativistic gravity have been
spurred in part by modern advances leading towards a more general understanding of non-
relativistic geometry. This includes in particular the discovery of a torsionful generalisation
of NC geometry, which allows for a non-closed clock form and was rst observed as the
boundary geometry in the context of Lifshitz holography [9{11]. Besides being relevant
in various non-relativistic gravity theories (see e.g. [12{18]) this geometry, called (type I)
torsional Newton-Cartan (TNC) geometry in [4], plays an important role as the background
geometry to which non-relativistic eld theories naturally couple [19{22]. It furthermore
appears in the context of non-relativistic string theory [23{27] (see also references [28{32]
for related theories involving string Newton-Cartan (SNC) geometry).
Importantly, a novel version of TNC geometry (denoted as type II) was uncovered in [4]
and shown to arise directly from a careful analysis of the large speed of light expansion
of pseudo-Riemannian geometry, as considered also in [3] following earlier work [1, 2].
Correspondingly, it was found that type II TNC geometry is the correct framework to
describe General Relativity (GR) in the non-relativistic limit. In particular, this geometry
allows us to formulate a non-relativistic gravity action [4] (see also [33, 34]) in any spacetime
dimension.1 This action has the property that the equations of motion (EOMs) contain
the Poisson equation of Newtonian gravity, thus providing for the rst time an action
principle for Newton's laws of gravity. Moreover, it generalises the latter by allowing for the
1See also [35] for a non-relativistic action using rst-order formalism, and [36] for related perspectives.
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eects of gravitational time dilation due to strong gravitational elds. The connection with
Newtonian gravity follows since type II geometry (just like type I) reduces to standard NC
geometry when time is absolute. It was furthermore shown in [33] that the three classical
tests of GR, namely perihelion precession, deection of light and gravitational red-shift,
are passed perfectly by this extension of Newtonian gravity since it includes gravitational
time dilation eects even though retaining a non-relativistic causal structure.
There are several motivations to study non-relativistic gravity as the dynamical theory
of non-relativistic geometry. First and foremost, as already mentioned above, it appears in
a 1=c2 expansion of GR and is thus a relevant limit of a celebrated and well-tested theory.
Moreover, it paves the way for a covariant formulation of the post-Newtonian expansion, to
any order in principle. Even more so, it generalises this expansion since to a given order in
1=c2 the theory retains all-order eects in Newton's constant GN . Central to all this, is the
appearance of a symmetry principle [4, 33], which naturally arises from the 1=c2 expansion
of the Poincare algebra. The mathematical framework is that of Lie algebra expansions2
which precisely determines the local symmetry algebra of the \eective geometry" at any
given order in 1=c2. In this way, type II TNC geometry arises from gauging a novel non-
relativistic algebra that diers from the Bargmann algebra, while gauging the Bargmann
algebra yields standard NC geometry [43]. For clarity, we emphasise here that there are
other non-relativistic gravity theories than the one considered in this paper, arising from
gauging type I or related avatars of NC geometry which, though not directly connected to
General Relativity, are interesting in their own right from a more general perspective.
Going beyond the classical level, there are even more fundamental reasons to pursue a
deeper insight into non-relativistic gravity theories, including the specic one considered in
this paper, which arises from GR. One question is whether these theories have their own UV
completion in terms of a non-relativistic quantum gravity theory. This in turn is interesting
since the construction of such non-relativistic quantum gravity theories could provide an
alternate route towards (relativistic) quantum gravity, as opposed to approaching the latter
from either the classical GR or quantum eld theory perspective. In fact, the question of a
UV completion of non-relativistic gravity theories in terms of non-relativistic string theory
has recently received a lot of attention [23{29, 31, 32, 44{47]3 (see also [46, 50{53] for
a relation to double eld theory). Related to this, another relevant application is that
classical non-relativistic gravity may have an important role to play in novel types of
holographic dualities (see e.g. [16, 18]). Finally, it is relevant to mention that for xed
backgrounds, non-relativistic geometry has proven to be useful for understanding aspects
such as energy-momentum tensors, Ward identities, hydrodynamics and anomalies in the
context of non-relativistic eld theories, which are ubiquitous in condensed matter and
biological systems (see e.g. [54{59]).
1.2 Outline and summary of the main results
In this paper we give a comprehensive treatment of non-relativistic gravity and its coupling
to matter as it appears from the large speed of light expansion of GR. In particular, we rst
2See for example references [37{39] and also the recent applications [33, 40{42].
3These non-relativistic string theories can be considered to be the generalisation of the Gomis-Ooguri
non-relativistic action [48] (see also [49]) to arbitrary backgrounds.
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provide in section 2 a detailed treatment of various aspects of the 1=c2 expansion of GR.
We will do this both from the geometric point of view, involving expanding the Lorentzian
metric, as well as the algebraic perspective, which makes use of a Lie algebra expansion
of the Poincare algebra. From the geometric side, it will be convenient to rst write the
metric g in a certain \pre-non-relativistic" parameterisation as g =  c2TT + 
where T is the timelike vielbein and  a spatial tensor, i.e. a symmetric tensor with
signature (0; 1; : : : ; 1). One nds that type II TNC geometry arises from the leading order
(LO) and the next-to-leading order (NLO) elds in the 1=c2 expansion of T and  . In
particular, the LO elds are the timelike vielbein  and symmetric spatial tensor h with
signature (0; 1; : : : ; 1) familiar from standard NC geometry. These are then accompanied
by two further gauge elds, m and  , respectively, which appear at NLO in the 1=c
2
expansion of T and  .
This set of four spacetime tensors, together with their gauge transformation properties
denes type II TNC. The gauge transformations consist of the 1=c2 expansions of the
dieomorphisms of GR as well as the local Lorentz transformation that acts on T and
 . The latter lead to local Galilean boosts and their subleading counterparts. The
former lead to dieomorphisms plus gauge transformations (originating from the NLO
terms in the 1=c2 expansion of the dieomorphisms of GR) acting on the NLO elds m
and  . We note that in NC geometry the torsion is determined by the properties of
: d = 0 corresponds to zero torsion (absolute time),  ^ d = 0 twistless torsion (i.e.
twistless torsional Newton-Cartan (TTNC) geometry with a foliation in terms of equal
time hypersurfaces) and no condition on  having arbitrary torsion (full TNC geometry).
Just as in [4] we distinguish between type I and type II TNC geometry. Type I
is reserved to refer to the more familiar torsional Newton-Cartan geometry that can be
viewed as originating from the gauging of the Bargmann algebra [43] while type II is
reserved for the version of Newton-Cartan geometry that originates from the gauging of
the expansion of the Poincare algebra as discussed in [4] as well as the present paper. The
dierence between the two consists of a) the gauge transformation properties of m and
b) the fact that in type II there is an extra eld, namely  which is not present in type
I TNC geometry. We note that when the clock 1-form  is closed the type I and type II
gauge transformations of m agree and that furthermore the  eld decouples on shell
from the equations of motion of Newton-Cartan gravity. This explains why the type II
structure was not manifestly present in older approaches to TNC gravity. Nevertheless
it is important to understand the structure of the Bianchi identities of TNC gravity as
we discuss further in appendix C.2. Type II TNC geometry arises from gauging a non-
relativistic algebra that originates from a Lie algebra expansion, which can be viewed as
tensoring the Poincare algebra with the polynomial ring in n, with   c 2, truncated
at NLO order (quotienting the algebra by removing all levels strictly higher than level
1). The resulting algebra has twice as many generators as the Poincare algebra and has
the Galilei algebra as a subalgebra, corresponding to the LO algebra (level zero). In this
algebra the mass generator N (which is the level 1 Hamiltonian) is not central anymore,
see equation (2.82) and so the Bargmann algebra is not a subalgebra.
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We also display the structure that follows from expanding relativistic Lagrangians in ,
where the Lagrangians can be the Einstein-Hilbert (EH) Lagrangian itself or that of matter
coupled to GR. The resulting equations of motion exhibit a cascading structure, such that
at any given order the equations of motion include those of the previous order plus a set
of new equations for the extra elds that appear at that given order. This is an important
feature as it implies that there is a unique Lagrangian describing the geometric elds that
arise at a given order in the 1=c2 expansion and that this Lagrangian can be obtained by
computing the corresponding order in the expansion of the relativistic Lagrangian one is
interested in.
In order to perform the 1=c2 expansion of the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian it is very
useful to express it rst in terms of the elds T and  . This rewriting involves the choice
of a connection that is dierent from the Levi-Civita connection. This new connection has
the property that at leading order in the 1=c2 expansion it provides us with a useful Newton-
Cartan connection. In this way we can rewrite the EH Lagrangian in a form that makes
it substantially easier to perform a large speed of light expansion. The general structure
and properties at any given order in the 1=c2 expansion is then studied in section 3. We
work out in detail the expansion of the EH Lagrangian up to next-to-next-to-leading order
(NNLO). The leading order action has the property that its equations of motion restrict
the clock 1-form to be hypersurface orthogonal. This means that the geometry admits a
foliation in terms of equal time hypersurfaces, with Riemannian geometry on these spatial
slices, a case that is known in the literature as TTNC geometry [9]. This result is interesting
by itself as it shows that the dynamics restricts on shell to non-relativistic geometries that
are causally well-dened (at least locally) [60]. One of the main results of the paper is
the derivation of the NNLO Lagrangian, which is the Lagrangian that involves the type
II TNC elds described above as well as NNLO elds. However we show that, in case
we truncate the expansion after the NLO, we are allowed, without loss of generality, to
impose the TTNC condition o shell via a Lagrange multiplier. We refer to the resulting
Lagrangian as non-relativistic gravity (NRG). It is presented in equation (3.29). We also
present the equations of motion that result from this action.
In our earlier paper a Lagrangian on these type II TNC elds was obtained via an-
other method, which we review here including many details that were not given in [4].
This method employs the type II TNC gauge symmetries and constructs the unique two-
derivative action respecting this symmetry, starting with the correct kinetic term required
for Newton's law of gravitation and then completing the full action. The result is presented
in equation (3.67). We also give the resulting form of the equations of motion that fol-
low from that action. We furthermore show that, as expected, the two Lagrangians (3.29)
and (3.67) are identical. The dierence between the two non-relativistic Lagrangians stems
from the fact that slightly dierent geometric variables are used. Depending on taste and
type of application, one can work with either one of them.
In section 4 we discuss the general properties of matter coupled to type II TNC geom-
etry. We work out the 1=c2 expansion of the energy-momentum tensor and relate this to
the responses, with respect to variations of the elds of the type II TNC geometry, of the
Lagrangians one obtains by expanding some matter Lagrangian order by order. We use
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this to derive the general matter coupled equations of motion for non-relativistic gravity.
We also derive the form of the Ward identities resulting from various gauge invariances.
These provide the analogue of the conservation of the relativistic energy-momentum tensor
in the non-relativistic regime. We end section 4 by specifying what happens in the simpler
case when the clock 1-form  is closed which leads to NC gravity. We reproduce the
well-known equations of motion of Newtonian gravity in equation (4.60).
We then proceed with a detailed analysis of the non-relativistic expansion and coupling
of various types of well-known relativistic matter systems in section 5. In this section it
will become clear that it is the matter sector that decides whether the geometry must have
a closed clock 1-form, i.e. no torsion or whether TTNC geometry is allowed. We start with
the simplest case, namely that of a point particle. Already here the expansion exhibits a
rich structure, revealing that there are two distinct cases depending on whether one has
absolute time or one considers the more general case of TTNC geometry. For both cases
the geodesic equation is obtained. We briey consider the case of adding an electric charge
and the role of the Lorentz force. As an illustration of the dierence between Lorentzian
and Newton-Cartan geometries and the role of geodesics we also include a brief analysis
of two-dimensional Rindler spacetime. Here, we will also see an example of the fact that
because of the analytic structure of the 1=c2 expansion, given a relativistic spacetime and
two dierent charts that are related by a dieomorphism that is not analytic in c, the 1=c2
expansion of the two charts will give rise to distinct, i.e. non-gauge equivalent charts of
two non-relativistic spacetimes.
After this we treat the expansion of perfect uids and show that there are dierent
regimes depending on how we expand the energy and pressure as a function of 1=c2. We
then turn to various important eld theory examples, namely the case of a complex and a
real scalar eld as well as electrodynamics. In the case of a complex scalar eld we show how
we can expand this in 1=c2 such that we end up with the Lagrangian for the Schrodinger-
Newton equation. This novel o shell description of the Schrodinger-Newton system in-
cludes elds whose equations of motion tell us that the clock 1-form must be closed. In the
case of electrodynamics it is well-known that there are two limits, a magnetic and an elec-
tric limit depending on how we expand the gauge connection. We discuss the Lagrangian
descriptions of both the magnetic and the electric expansion of Maxwell's theory.
A detailed and more extensive study of solutions is left for the future, but we conclude
the paper by presenting some of the simplest solutions of the non-relativistic gravity ac-
tion in section 6. In our list of solutions we rst discuss two dierent expansions of the
Schwarzschild solution depending on whether we treat the mass parameter as constant or
as being of order c2 when we expand in 1=c2, following [3]. In the former case we obtain
the well-known NC solution for a massive point particle while in the latter case we nd a
non-trivial TTNC geometry with spherical symmetry. We then proceed by studying the
geodesics in this spherically symmetric TTNC background and we observe that the geodesic
equations of motion for orbital motion around a centre are the same as in GR. This can be
used to show that we can describe the three classical tests of GR using this non-relativistic
perspective [33]. Next we obtain the non-relativistic analogue of the TOV equation. The
main result here is that the resulting equations are again the same as in GR. Thus, the
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physical structure of uid stars can be correctly described by non-relativistic gravity. We
conclude by analysing cosmological Friedmann-Lema^tre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) met-
ric solutions for which it is shown that, in parallel with the results above for massive
objects, non-relativistic gravity yields the same Friedmann equations as one would obtain
from GR. We end the section with some comments about the NR expansion of anti-de
Sitter (AdS) spacetime in various coordinates.
The paper is concluded with a discussion and outlook in section 7.
Many of the more technical details are collected in various appendices. In appendix A
we discuss our notation and conventions. Appendix B provides a review of the main ele-
ments of type I TNC geometry. Newtonian gravity is presented in C. This appendix also
includes a discussion about the null reduction of GR (which is invariant under type I NC
gauge transformations) to contrast it with Newtonian gravity. We present an argument
showing that Newtonian gravity cannot originate from a type I NC gauge invariant the-
ory. Appendix D contains a collection of many useful identities in TNC geometry without
restriction on the type of clock 1-form we use. A large number of variational identities, nec-
essary for obtaining the equations of motion of the non-relativistic Lagrangians discussed
in the main text are also collected in appendix D. The nal appendix E contains many
useful results that apply to TTNC geometries.
2 Expansion generalities
In this rst section we set up the framework for working with 1=c2 expansions of eld
theories and geometry in a systematic way. A very useful so-called \pre-non-relativistic"
parameterisation of Lorentzian geometry is dened. This gives a convenient starting point
for studying non-relativistic (NR) expansions of the geometry in both vielbein and metric
formalisms. We then continue to show that a 1=c2 expansion of a Cartan connection
taking values in the Poincare algebra reveals the underlying NR local symmetry algebra of
non-relativistic gravity (NRG). With the tools needed to study 1=c2 expansions of general
Lagrangians then fully developed, we are prepared for tackling the Einstein-Hilbert (EH)
Lagrangian and general relativity (GR). Finally, we also study Ward identities (WIs) and
equations of motion (EOMs) in \pre-non-relativistic" parameterisation.
2.1 Non-relativistic expansions
The distinguishing feature of non-relativistic (NR) physics is that in tangent space the
light-cone is attened out completely because of the causal structure of spacetime. In
Lorentzian geometry the slope of the light-cone is 1=c, with c denoting the speed of light.
This means that in order to relate this to non-relativistic physics we need to perform an
expansion around c = 1. With c being dimensionful, what is meant more precisely by
this statement is that we set c = c^=
p
, with  a small dimensionless parameter which in
the non-relativistic expansion is expanded around 0. For convenience we choose units in
which c^ = 1. We will consider in this paper the most conventional case of expanding in
even powers of 1=c, i.e. in  = 1=c2. Thus, up to an overall factor of c to some power,
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actions and equations of motion of relativistic gravity and matter theories are studied in a
1=c2 expansion.4
We begin by discussing some general considerations related to the expansions of the
elds [34]. Our starting assumption is that, up to an overall power of c which will be
factored out, any eld I(x;) (with I a shorthand for all spacetime and/or internal indices)
is analytic in  such that it enjoys a Taylor expansion around  = 0,
I(x;) = I(0)(x) + 
I
(2)(x) + 
2I(4)(x) +O(3) ; (2.1)
where I(n)(x) indicates that this is the coecient of c
 n. We will apply this expansion to
both the spacetime elds of relativistic gravity as well as other types of relativistic (bosonic)
elds that couple to relativistic geometry.
The rst main interest of this paper is to consider the expansion of general relativity
(GR) itself, and hence we rst turn to applying it to the elds characterising a (d + 1)-
dimensional Lorentzian manifold, which are taken here to be the relativistic vielbeine EA ,
with spacetime indices  = 0 : : : d and tangent space indices A = 0 : : : d. Importantly, we
need to explicitly choose the overall factors of c in these, such that the remaining elds have
the expansion (2.1) starting at order 0. The light-cone structure of the spacetime implies
that the timelike vielbeine should scale dierent with c as compared to the spacelike ones.
Thus we write the vielbeine and their inverses as
EA = cT
A
0 + EaAa ; (2.2)
EA =  c 1T0A + Ea aA ; (2.3)
where the at metric is AB = diag ( 1; 1; : : : ; 1). Hence the spatial tangent space indices
a; b are raised and lowered with the Kronecker delta. We will denote this way of parame-
terising the vielbeine as the pre-non-relativistic parameterisation of Lorentzian geometry.
The elds T; T
; Ea; Ea are assumed to be analytic in  = 1=c2 and exhibit the Taylor ex-
pansion (2.1). Since the relativistic vielbeine satisfy the completeness relations EAE
A
 = 


and EBE
A
 = 
A
B we have the relations
TEa = 0 ; TEa = 0 ; TT =  1 ; Ea Eb = ba ; Ea Ea =  + TT : (2.4)
The vielbeine transform under the gauge transformations of general relativity as
EA = LEA + ABEB , where  is a vector eld generating the dieomorphisms and
AB = c
 1bA0 bB+c
 1aAa 0B+
a
b
A
a 
b
B corresponds to the generator of innitesimal lo-
cal Lorentz transformations, where AB =  BA and where we dened 0b = c 1b. The
factors of c 1 follow from demanding that the local Lorentz transformations respect the ap-
pearance of c in (2.2) and (2.3). The inverse vielbeine transform as EA = LEA BAEB.
We thus nd
T = LT + c 2bEb ; (2.5)
Ea = LEa + aT + abEb ; (2.6)
T = LT + bEb ; (2.7)
Ea = LEa   baEb + c 2aT : (2.8)
4See [61] for a study that also includes odd powers in 1=c.
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In terms of the geometric elds dened in (2.2), (2.3), the Lorentzian metric and its
inverse take the form
g  ABEAEB =  c2TT + abEaEb ; (2.9)
g  ABEAEB =  
1
c2
TT  + abEa Eb : (2.10)
We will dene the spatial part of the metric and its inverse as
  abEa Eb ;   abEaEb : (2.11)
These transform under the gauge transformations as
 = L + aTEa + aTEa ; (2.12)
 = L + c 2aTEa + c 2aT Ea : (2.13)
Note that we have the relations
T
 = 0 ; T = 0 ; TT
 =  1 ;  =  + T T : (2.14)
We will see in section 2.6 that the pre-non-relativistic form of the metric in (2.9) enables
to recast GR in a form that signicantly simplies its non-relativistic expansion.
The main goal at this stage is thus to rewrite GR in terms of elds whose 1=c expan-
sion starts at order c0 and whose leading order elds are unconstrained. Note that the
metric (2.9) does not satisfy these criteria because g starts at order c
2 with a leading
order term that is constrained to be a product of two 1-forms. We thus need to write the
Einstein-Hilbert (EH) Lagrangian in terms of the elds T and  . To this end it will
prove convenient to work with a dierent connection than the usual Levi-Civita connection
and consider what happens to the curvature of the spacetime with explicit factors of c
appearing due to (2.9). In the following we will denote the power in 1=c with an overscript
and leave the elds T and Ea unexpanded (see also appendix A for notation conventions).
We can write the Christoel connection   =
1
2g
 (@g + @g   @g) as
  = c
2
( 2)
C +
(0)
C + c
 2 (2)C : (2.15)
Here we dene
(0)
C  C + S ; (2.16)
with C the \pre-non-relativistic" connection
C =  T @T +
1
2
 (@ + @   @) ; (2.17)
and the remaining terms given by
( 2)
C =
1
2
T
 (@T   @T) + 1
2
T
 (@T   @T) ; (2.18)
S =
1
2
T  (@T   @T   TLTT   TLTT) ; (2.19)
(2)
C =
1
2
T LT ; (2.20)
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where all the Lie derivatives are with respect to T. We emphasise that there is still the
implicit c dependence of the background elds, which will be dealt with later.
It will be useful in the following to use the torsionful connection C in (2.17) for
calculating covariant derivatives. We denote this by
(C)
r and the associated Riemann tensor
(C)
R
 is dened in the usual way. The covariant derivative
(C)
r obeys
(C)
rT = 0 ;
(C)
r = 0 ;
(C)
rT  = 1
2
LT ;
(C)
r = T(LT) : (2.21)
The Ricci tensor R associated with the Levi-Civita connection is 1=c
2-expanded as
R = c
4
( 4)
R + c
2
( 2)
R +
(0)
R + c
 2 (2)R ; (2.22)
where
( 4)
R =
1
4
TT
TT ; (2.23)
( 2)
R =
(C)
r
( 2)
C +
( 2)
CS

  
( 2)
CS

  
( 2)
CS

   2C[]
( 2)
C ; (2.24)
(0)
R =
(C)
R  
( 2)
C
(2)
C  
( 2)
C
(2)
C  
(C)
rS +
(C)
rS   2C[]S ; (2.25)
(2)
R =
(C)
r
(2)
C : (2.26)
It is useful to note from (2.19) that ST  = 0 and that the C-connection satises
C =  LTT + @ log
q
 det ( TT + ) : (2.27)
One can furthermore derive that the components of the Ricci tensor obey

( 2)
R =
1
2
TT ; (2.28)
TT 
( 2)
R = 0 ; (2.29)

(0)
R = 

(C)
R ; (2.30)
TT 
(0)
R = T
T 
(C)
R ; (2.31)

(2)
R = 0 ; (2.32)
TT 
(2)
R = 0 ; (2.33)
where we dened
T  @T   @T : (2.34)
Identities (2.29), (2.30) are only true up to a total derivative and we point out that inte-
gration by parts gives an extra term proportional to torsion:
E 1@ (EX) =
(C)
rX + TTX ; (2.35)
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for any vector eld X and where the integration measure is given by
cE  p g = c
q
 det ( TT + ) : (2.36)
It follows that the Ricci scalar associated with the Levi-Civita connection takes the follow-
ing form when expressed in terms of pre-non-relativistic elds and the C-connection
R =
c2
4
TT + 

(C)
R   1
c2
TT 
(C)
R : (2.37)
This result will be useful when we expand the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian in section 2.6.
2.2 Vielbeine
By assumption the elds are taken to be analytic in  = 1=c2 and they thus admit a Taylor
expansion. For the vielbeine this means that they can be expanded to subleading orders as
T =  + c
 2m + c 4B +O(c 6) ; (2.38)
Ea = ea + c 2a +O(c 4) : (2.39)
For the inverse vielbeine we have
T = v + c 2

vvm   eb vb

+O(c 4) ; (2.40)
Ea = ea + c 2
 
vma   ec eac

+O(c 4) ; (2.41)
where ma  eam as well as the 1=c2 expansion of the completeness relations (2.4). The
leading order elds in (2.38), (2.39) satisfy the completeness relations
e

a = 0 ; v
ea = 0 ; v
 =  1 ; eaeb = ba ; eaea =  + v ; (2.42)
which are simply the leading order counterparts of (2.14).
Let us now turn our attention towards the gauge transformation of the various elds.
The components of the innitesimal local Lorentz transformation AB and dieomorphism
generating vector  are expanded as
 =  + c 2 +O(c 4) ; (2.43)
a = a + c 2a +O(c 4) ; (2.44)
ab = 
a
b + c
 2ab +O(c 4) ; (2.45)
where a0 = c
 1a. This ensures that the gauge transformations respect the 1=c2 expan-
sion of the elds. The interpretation is that  is a dieomorphism generating vector eld,
while  (being subleading) generates gauge transformations that act on the subleading
elds m and 
a
. They will be studied in more detail below. In particular, we will see that
a is a local Galilean (Milne) boost and a its subleading version, while the parameter ab
corresponds to a local spatial rotation and ab its subleading version.
It is important to realise that because of the analytic structure of the 1=c2 expansion,
given a relativistic spacetime and two dierent charts that are related by a dieomorphism
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that is not analytic in c, the 1=c2 expansion of the two charts will give rise to distinct, i.e.
non-gauge equivalent charts of two non-relativistic spacetimes. We shall give two examples
of this in sections 5.2.1 and 6.6 for the 1=c2 expansion of 2-dimensional Rindler spacetime
and of anti-de Sitter (AdS) spacetime in any dimension.
Expanding the parameters and elds in (2.5){(2.6) leads to the following transforma-
tions deduced from collecting terms order by order in 1=c2:
 = L ; (2.46)
m = Lm + L + aea ; (2.47)
ea = Lea + a + abeb ; (2.48)
a = La + Lea + am + a + abb + abeb : (2.49)
For the inverse vielbeine the leading order terms transform as
v = Lv + aea ; (2.50)
ea = Lea + abeb : (2.51)
In appendix B we give a review of (torsional) Newton-Cartan (NC) geometry.5 By
contrasting this with the 1=c2 expansion of a Lorentzian geometry we see from (2.46){
(2.49) that there are two noticeable dierences. The rst one is the transformation rule for
m. This agrees with equation (B.3) only when  is closed. Secondly the 1=c
2 expansion
gives us a new eld, namely a. For these reasons we will refer to the geometry originating
from the 1=c2 expansion as type II NC geometry and the version of NC geometry reviewed
in appendix B as type I NC geometry.
2.3 Metric
In section 2.2 we found that T; T
 are expanded as in equations (2.38) and (2.40), respec-
tively. The elds  ; 
 , dened in (2.11), admit the following 1=c2 expansions
 = h + c
 2 +O(c 4) ; (2.52)
 = h + c 2

2h(v)m   hh

+O(c 4) ; (2.53)
where we dened, in terms of the vielbeine of section 2.2, the spacetime tensors
h = abe
a
e
b
 ; (2.54)
h = abeae

b ; (2.55)
 = ab

ea
b
 + e
a

b


: (2.56)
With these conventions the expansion of the metric (2.9) can be written concisely as
g =  c2 + h + c 2  +O(c 4) ; (2.57)
g = h   c 2  v^v^ + hh + c 4 2v^v^^ + Y +O(c 6) ; (2.58)
5The relation between the vielbeine ea and h used in appendix B is given in the equation (2.54).
Equation (2.55) gives a similar result for the inverses.
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where we dened the tensors
h  h   2(m) ; (2.59)
v^  v   hm ; (2.60)
^   vm + 1
2
hmm ; (2.61)
    mm   2B() ; (2.62)
and we have
Y
 = 0 : (2.63)
We will not need any other components of Y  . Notice that the contribution from the
O(c 4) term in T, the next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) eld B, enters in  .
The leading order (LO) terms in the expansion of the metric and its inverse dene the
metric structures of the non-relativistic geometry. This is thus given by the clock form via
 and the inverse spatial metric h
 which has rank d and thus one zero eigenvalue.
Its kernel is spanned by . The objects v
 and h are not metric tensors because they
transform under the Milne boosts with parameter a as can be seen from equations (2.48)
and (2.50). We have the Milne boost invariant relations
h
 = 0 ; vh = 0 ; v
 =  1 ; hh =  + v : (2.64)
The next-to-leading order (NLO) elds m;  are to be thought of as gauge elds in this
context. The 1-form m is related to the Newtonian potential
   vm : (2.65)
The NLO eld  is less well-known but also appeared in our previous work [4].
Under a dieomorphism generated by  the metric transforms as g = Lg .
Expanding the transformation of the metric using  as given by (2.43) we nd that the
elds in the expansions (2.57){(2.58) transform as
 = L ; (2.66)
h = Lh   L   L ; (2.67)
h = Lh ; (2.68)
v^ = L v^   hL ; (2.69)
^ = L^  v^L ; (2.70)
 = L  + Lh : (2.71)
Some of the elds appearing in the expansion of the vielbeine transform under Milne boosts
with parameter a. The combinations h , v^
 and  that appear in the metric are all
Milne boost invariant. In fact they are also invariant under the spatial rotations ab and the
subleading transformations with parameters a and ab that appear in the transformation
of a.
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Depending on the setting we will either work with the elds that appear in the expan-
sions of T and  , i.e. , m, h and  or we will work with the elds that appear
in the expansion of the metric, i.e. , h and  . The transformations of the rst set of
elds can be readily found from the results in this and the previous section and we have
h = Lh +  +  ; (2.72)
m = Lm +  + @  a + h (@   @) ; (2.73)
 = L + 2a

(
a
) +m(e
a
)

+ 2ae
a
() + 2K +
r + r ; (2.74)
where   eaa is the Galilean boost parameter which obeys v = 0, a is the parameter
for subleading boosts and where we wrote the subleading dieomorphisms  as
 =  v + h : (2.75)
We furthermore dened the torsion vector
a  Lv ; (2.76)
and the extrinsic curvature
K   1
2
Lvh : (2.77)
It is convenient to dene a covariant derivative with respect to the torsionful connection
  dened as the leading order of C

 (2.17):
   C

=0
=  v@ + 1
2
h (@h + @h   @h) : (2.78)
This is the minimal collection of terms that transforms as an ane connection under dif-
feomorphisms, the remaining terms in the expansion of the Levi-Civita connection are
tensorial.   is a Newton-Cartan metric compatible connection satisfying the proper-
ties (D.2){(D.5), but it does transform under local Galilean boosts.
2.4 Poincare algebra
It is well-known that the properties of Lorentzian geometry can be understood by starting
from a Cartan connection that takes values in the Poincare algebra. It is therefore natural to
study the 1=c2 expansion from this algebraic point of view using the method of Lie algebra
expansions. The latter has been considered e.g. in [37{39] and recently been applied to the
1=c2 expansion of the Poincare algebra in [33] and subsequently in [40, 41, 62].
Writing the Poincare generators as TI = fH;Pa; Ba; Jabg, where H is the Hamiltonian,
Pa the spatial momenta, Ba the Lorentz boost and Jab the spatial rotations and re-instating
all factors of  in the structure constants, the Poincare algebra becomes
[H;Ba] = Pa ; [Pa; Bb] = abH [Ba; Bb] =  Jab ;
[Jab; Pc] = acPb   bcPa ; [Jab; Bc] = acBb   bcBa ;
[Jab; Jcd] = acJbd   bcJad   adJbc + bdJac : (2.79)
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The Cartan connection is
A = HT + PaEa +Ba
a +
1
2
Jab

ab ; (2.80)
where the boost connection 

a and rotation connection 

ab together form the usual
Lorentz connection. Let us schematically write this as A = TIAI. If we now expand the
gauge connections AI =
P1
n=0 
n
(2n)
AI then we obtain the new generators T (n)I  TI 
 n,
where n  0 will be referred to as the level. One then obtains an algebra by expanding in
the basis of generators T (n), with nonzero commutation relations of the form [33]h
H(m); B(n)a
i
= P (m+n)a ;
h
P (m)a ; B
(n)
b
i
= abH
(m+n+1)
h
B(m)a ; B
(n)
b
i
=  J (m+n+1)ab ;h
J
(m)
ab ; P
(n)
c
i
= acP
(m+n)
b   bcP (m+n)a ;
h
J
(m)
ab ; B
(n)
c
i
= acB
(m+n)
b   bcB(m+n)a ;h
J
(m)
ab ; J
(n)
cd
i
= acJ
(m+n)
bd   bcJ (m+n)ad   adJ (m+n)bc + bdJ (m+n)ac : (2.81)
We can quotient out all generators with level n > L for some L which amounts to
truncating the 1=c2 expansion. At the lowest level L = 0 the algebra is isomorphic to
the Galilean algebra when identifying H  H(0); Pa  P (0)a ; Ga  B(0)a ; Jab  J (0)ab , where
Ga is the Galilean boost generator. At the next level L = 1 we have furthermore the
generators N  H(1); Ta  P (1)a ; Ba  B(1)a ; Sab  J (1)ab . Written out in detail the non-zero
commutation relations of the algebra obtained by modding out all levels n > 1 are
[H ;Ga] = Pa ; [Pa ; Gb] = Nab ;
[N ;Ga] = Ta ; [H ;Ba] = Ta ; [Sab ; Pc] = acTb   bcTa ;
[Sab ; Gc] = acBb   bcBa ; [Ga ; Gb] =  Sab ;
[Jab ; Xc] = acXb   bcXa ; (2.82)
[Jab ; Jcd] = acJbd   bcJad   adJbc + bdJac ;
[Jab ; Scd] = acSbd   bcSad   adSbc + bdSac ;
where Xa denotes Pa, Ta, Ga and Ba.
In particular one nds that N = H(1) is not central and the Bargmann algebra is not a
subalgebra. This algebra was determined in [4] to be the relevant local symmetry algebra
of type II Newton-Cartan geometry. As pointed out in [33], the fact that one does not
get the Bargmann algebra, gives a group theoretical perspective on the dierence between
type I and type II Newton-Cartan geometry.
Let us briey review how we can obtain type II NC geometry by gauging (2.82). This
procedure has previously been studied in [12, 43] for other local symmetry algebras and is
a powerful way to construct relevant non-relativistic geometries.6 Consider rst a Cartan
connection A that takes values in the algebra (2.82):
A = H + Pae
a
 +Nm + Ta
a
 +Ga!
a +Ba

a +
1
2
Jab!
ab +
1
2
Sab

ab ; (2.83)
6See also [63] on gauging of the Schrodinger algebra.
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whose adjoint transformation is given by
AdA = @ + [A ;] = HAd  + PaAd e
a
 +NAdm + TaAd 
a
 + : : : ; (2.84)
where Ad denotes the adjoint transformations. Dene a new set of transformations via
 = Ad    R(H) ; (2.85)
ea = Ad e
a
   Ra(P ) ; (2.86)
m = Adm   R(N)  R(H) ; (2.87)
a = Ad 
a
   Ra(T )  Ra(P ) : (2.88)
In here R(X) denotes a curvature corresponding to generator X, dened by
F = @A   @A + [A ; A ]
= HR(H) + PaR
a(P ) +NR(N) + TaR
a(T ) + : : : ; (2.89)
from which the R(X)'s can be determined. Without loss of generality
7 as there as many
parameters we can take for  (appearing in the adjoint transformation) the following gauge
transformation
 = H + Pa
ea +N (
m + 
) + Ta (
a + 
ea) +Ga (
!
a + a)
+Ba (


a + !
a + a) +
1
2
Jab

!
ab + ab

+
1
2
Sab



ab + !
ab + ab

: (2.90)
If we now compute  etc as dened in (2.85){(2.88) we reproduce the transformations of
, m, e
a
 and 
a
 given in equations (2.46){(2.49). This shows that the 1=c
2 expansion
of Lorentzian geometry to subleading order can be viewed as the gauging of the level 1
expansion of the Poincare algebra. More generally, this procedure can be used to any order
in the 1=c2 expansion to obtain the relevant geometric elds describing gravity to that
particular order.
2.5 Lagrangians
We now present the systematics of the 1=c2 expansion of a given theory at the Lagrangian
level. Consider a Lagrangian that is a function of some eld (x;) and its derivatives, i.e.
L = L(; ; @) where we also allow for an explicit dependence on the speed of light. We
now want to expand the Lagrangian and  according to (2.1). Further below we generalise
this to a Lagrangian depending on multiple elds. The explicit  dependence can for
example come from the expansion of the background metric or matter elds as well as
from parameters appearing in the kinetic or potential terms. Assuming the overall power
of the Lagrangian is  N=2 = cN , we dene ~L() = N=2L(; ; @) such that ~L starts at
order zero. Now we can Taylor expand ~L() around  = 0, i.e.
~L() = ~L(0) +  ~L0(0) + 1
2
2 ~L00(0) +O(3) ; (2.91)
7Note that this is related by a redenition of parameters to an arbitrary linear combination of the gen-
erators.
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where the prime denotes dierentiation with respect to . We have
d
d
=
@
@
+
@
@
@
@
+
@@
@
@
@@
; (2.92)
so that
~L() = ~L(0) + 
 
@ ~L
@
+
@
@
@ ~L
@
+
@@
@
@ ~L
@@
!
=0
+    (2.93)
= ~L(0) + 
 
@ ~L
@
j=0 + (2)
@ ~L(0)
@(0)
+ @(2)
@ ~L(0)
@@(0)
!
+    : (2.94)
Hence we can write an expansion in  = 1=c2 as
L(c2; ; @) = cN ~L() = cN
( N)
LLO + cN 2
(2 N)
LNLO + cN 4
(4 N)
LNNLO +O(cN 6) ; (2.95)
where all the c-dependence is in the prefactors. The task is then to determine the coe-
cients. These can be found to be given by
( N)
LLO = ~L(0) =
( N)
LLO((0); @(0)) ; (2.96)
(2 N)
LNLO = ~L0(0) = @
~L
@

=0
+ (2)
@
( N)
LLO
@(0)
+ @(2)
@
( N)
LLO
@@(0)
=
@ ~L
@

=0
+ (2)

( N)
LLO
(0)
: (2.97)
Hence we see that the equation of motion (EOM) of the subleading eld of the subleading
action is the EOM of the leading eld of the leading action. A very similar calculation
gives for the NNLO Lagrangian
(4 N)
LNNLO = 1
2
~L00(0) = 1
2
@2 ~L
@2

=0
+(2)

(0)
@ ~L
@
j=0+(4)

( N)
LLO
(0)
+
1
2
"
2(2)
@2
( N)
LLO
@2(0)
+2(2)@(2)
@2
( N)
LLO
@(0)@(@(0))
+@(2)@(2)
@2
( N)
LLO
@(@(0))@(@(0))
#
:
(2.98)
The second line forms the second variation of the LO Lagrangian and is a quadratic form
involving the Hessian of the LO Lagrangian. It can be shown that

(4 N)
LNNLO
(2)
=

(2 N)
LNLO
(0)
: (2.99)
Combining this with the fact that the EOM of (4) gives the EOM of the LO Lagrangian
we see that the NNLO Lagrangian reproduces all of the EOM of the NLO Lagrangian.
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When there is more than one eld  then we also get mixed derivatives of the LO
Lagrangian in the second line of (2.98). We can generalise the result by adding an index I
to  as follows at NNLO
(4 N)
LNNLO = 1
2
~L00(0) = 1
2
@2 ~L
@2
j=0 + I(2)

I(0)
@ ~L
@
j=0 + I(4)

( N)
LLO
I(0)
+
1
2
"
I(2)
J
(2)
@2
( N)
LLO
@I(0)@
J
(0)
+ 2I(2)@
J
(2)
@2
( N)
LLO
@I(0)@(@
J
(0))
+ @
I
(2)@
J
(2)
@2
( N)
LLO
@(@I(0))@(@
J
(0))
#
; (2.100)
and similar at pre-leading orders.
The expansion can be straightforwardly extended to include higher orders in . Doing
so we will nd relations analogous to (2.99), i.e. lower-order EOM are reproduced when
going to higher orders.
2.6 Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian
As a rst step towards a 1=c2 expansion of the Einstein-Hilbert (EH) Lagrangian, we must
discuss its dimensionful normalisation. When we write g in terms of T and  the line
element maintains its property that its dimension is L2 with L = length. Thus Tdx
 has
the dimension of length (if we set c^ = 1) or time (if we keep c^) and dx
dx has the
dimension of L2. The measure Eddxdt dened in (2.36) has dimensions TLd. Since we
have
p g = cE we take the EH action to be
S =
c3
16GN
Z
ddxdt
p gR : (2.101)
Using the results of section 2.1, in particular equation (2.37), we nd that the EH La-
grangian can now be written as
LEH = c
6
16GN
~L(; T;; @) ; (2.102)
where ~L(; T;; @) only depends on elds analytic in . The prefactor of c6 follows from
the fact that the Ricci scalar is order c2 and
p g is order c. In here ~L can be written as
~L = E

1
4
TT + 

(C)
R   2TT 
(C)
R

: (2.103)
This is the form of the EH Lagrangian to which we can apply the results (2.95){(2.100).
At this stage, without the expansion of the elds T and  , equation (2.103) is
completely equivalent to the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian. This form of the Lagrangian is
crucial as it establishes a starting point for a non-relativistic expansion of general relativity.
In principle one could expand it to any desired order, keeping a manifest non-relativistic
symmetry structure at each order. This is expected to be closely related to the usual
post-Newtonian expansion of general relativity, except that we here work in a manifestly
covariant framework and do not make the assumption that the elds are weak.
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We dene the variation of the Einstein-Hilbert action as
LEH    c
6
8GN
E

Eg T +
1
2
Eg 

; (2.104)
and the coupling to matter through a given matter Lagrangian Lmat = Lmat(; ; @)
starting at order O(cN ) with variations dened as
Lmat  cNE

EmatT +
1
2
Emat

; (2.105)
where we left out the variations of the matter elds. This gives the Einstein eld equations
of motion in the form
Eg = 8GNc
N 6Emat ; E

g = 8GNc
N 6Emat : (2.106)
The equations of motion satisfy two Ward identities as a consequence of dieomorphism
invariance of the action as well as invariance under local Lorentz transformations acting
on T and  as expressed in equation (2.12).
2.6.1 Energy-momentum conservation
Dieomorphism invariance implies the equivalent of the divergencelessness of the usual
Einstein tensor, namely
T

(C)
r + LTT

Eg + 

(C)
r + LTT

Eg + E

g T +
1
2
TE

g LT = 0 : (2.107)
Under a local Lorentz transformation the equations transform into each other as
c 2Eg Ea + Eg TEa = 0 : (2.108)
Likewise the matter Lagrangian must be invariant under dieomorphisms and local Lorentz
transformations that act simultaneously on the matter elds and on the geometric elds
they couple to. On shell this leads to the relativistic conservation law for energy-momentum
conservation as derived from dieomorphism invariance of (2.105) (where we leave out
the dieomorphisms acting on the matter elds which is justied on shell as these are
proportional to the matter equations of motion),
T

(C)
r + LTT

Emat + 

(C)
r + LTT

Emat + E

matT +
1
2
TE

matLT = 0 ;
(2.109)
with projections
0 =

(C)
r + 2LTT

Emat +
1
2
EmatLT ; (2.110)
0 = 

(C)
r + LTT

Emat + 
TE

mat : (2.111)
The 1=c2 expansion of these results will be studied in section 4.2.
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Assuming that the matter elds are inert under the local Lorentz transformation we
nd that for the matter currents we have (o shell)
0 = c 2EmatEa + EmatTEa : (2.112)
The currents Emat; E

mat are related to the usual Hilbert energy-momentum tensor
T via
Lmat = c
 1
2
p gTg = 1
2
ET
  2c2TT + 
= cNE

EmatT +
1
2
Emat

; (2.113)
so that
Emat =  c N+2 TT ; (2.114)
EaEmat = c NEaT ; (2.115)
where the latter equation follows from writing  in terms of the spatial vielbeine and
varying those. This is clearly consistent with the Lorentz boost Ward identity (2.112) which
is of course nothing other than the symmetry of the Hilbert energy-momentum tensor. The
power of c in the rst equality of (2.113) is xed by demanding that the Einstein equation
reads G =
8GN
c4
T . The conservation equation (2.109) is equivalent to that of the
Hilbert energy-momentum tensor
rT = 0 ; (2.116)
where the covariant derivative is taken with respect to the Levi-Civita connection.
2.6.2 The pre-Poisson equation
An interesting combination of the equations of motion comes from a particular rescaling
of the metric components:
T = !T ;  = ! ; (2.117)
where  and  are numbers. We keep the scalar function ! arbitrary. To nd the equation
of motion of ! the following results are useful
! logE =

+
d
2


! ; (2.118)
! (
TT) = 2(  )!TT ; (2.119)
!C

 =  T T@! + (@)!  
1
2

@! ; (2.120)
!


(C)
R

=  !
(C)
R   (d  1)!

(C)
r + LTT

LTT ; (2.121)
!

TT 
(C)
R

=  2!TT 
(C)
R  

+
d  2
2


!
(C)
r

T !
(C)
rT

: (2.122)
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If we now set
 =  (d  2) ;  = 2 ; (2.123)
one obtains
!LEH =   c
6
8GN
(d  1)!E


1
4
TT + 


(C)
r + LTT

LTT + 2TT 
(C)
R

: (2.124)
Expressing the left hand side using the chain rule in terms of variations of the Lagrangian
with respect to the T and  and using the Einstein equations (2.106) this this can be
seen to be equivalent to
8GNc
N 6 [ (d  2)EmatT + Emat ] =
  (d  1)

1
4
TT + 


(C)
r + LTT

LTT + 2TT 
(C)
R

: (2.125)
It will turn out that this equation, when expanded in  = c 2, contains important equations
like the Poisson equation and the sourcing of Newton-Cartan torsion. This will be shown
in section 3.1.3.
3 Non-relativistic gravity
In this section we will use the results of the previous section to obtain the action and
equations of motion (EOMs) that result from the 1=c2 expansion of general relativity
(GR). In particular we will focus on the theory that governs the dynamics of the leading
order (LO) and next-to-leading order (NLO) elds in the expansion of the metric. For
deniteness we refer to this as \non-relativistic gravity" (NRG). As was shown already
in [4] this includes Newtonian gravity but goes beyond it, as it also includes geometries
with gravitational time dilaton.8 We discuss in this section two distinct methods to obtain
non-relativistic gravity. We start with the direct approach which uses the 1=c2 expansion.
Alternatively one can follow a symmetry-based route which uses gauge invariance, from
which a unique two-derivative action can be obtained given a kinetic term that is required
to include Newtonian gravity. Satisfyingly, we will show that the two methods lead to the
same action, though in a slightly dierent form.
3.1 Theory from 1=c2 expansion
3.1.1 General structure
In this section we want to determine the Lagrangian that arises when we expand the
elds in (2.103) using the methods of section 2.5. This means that we will end up with
a theory that is expressed in terms of the elds I(0) = f; hg, I(2) = fm; g and
8We emphasise that our methods can be used in principle to obtain the dynamics of the elds appearing
to any order in the large speed of light expansion of GR.
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I(4) = fB;  g. In the next section we will rederive similar results in terms of the elds
, h ,  that appear in the expansion of the metric.
The 1=c2 expansion of the Einstein-Hilbert (EH) Lagrangian will take the form
LEH = c6

( 6)
LLO + 
( 4)
LNLO + 2
( 2)
LNNLO +O(3)

: (3.1)
We now dene for n 2 N, including zero, the equations of motion of h and  of the
NnLO Lagrangian as
1
16GN
(2n 6)
Gh   e 1

(2n 6)
LNnLO
h
; (3.2)
1
8GN
(2n 6)
G   e 1

(2n 6)
LNnLO

; (3.3)
where the Galilean boost invariant integration measure of both type I and type II Newton-
Cartan (NC) geometry is given by
e  ( det (  + h))1=2 : (3.4)
These equations of motion will also appear in the 1=c2 expansion of Eg , E

g , dened as
the response to the variations of T and  , respectively (see (2.104)). We will give the
explicit relationship between the two in section 3.1.3.
When we go beyond leading order (for which n = 0) we encounter subleading elds in
the Lagrangian. For example
( 4)
LNLO depends on both LO elds , h as well as on the
NLO elds m and  etc. At order N
nLO there are 2(n+ 1) elds, each of which has its
own equation of motion. However, the equations of motion that appear at order Nn 1LO
are all reproduced at the nth order, see for example (2.99). The additional equations
appearing at order n that are not already present at order n   1 involve the nth order
subleading elds. For the NLO elds we dene in analogy with (3.2)
1
16GN
(2n 6)
G   e 1

(2n 6)
LNnLO

; (3.5)
1
8GN
(2n 6)
Gm   e 1

(2n 6)
LNnLO
m
; (3.6)
where
( 6)
G =
( 6)
Gm = 0 because  ; m do not appear at the leading order. In particular
because of (2.99) we have
( 2)
G =
( 4)
G =
( 6)
Gh ; (3.7)
( 2)
GB =
( 4)
Gm =
( 6)
G : (3.8)
The structure of the expansion of the equations of motion is summarised in gure 1.
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( 6)
Gh
( 6)
G
( 4)
G
( 4)
Gh
( 4)
G
( 4)
Gm
( 2)
G 
( 2)
G
( 2)
Gh
( 2)
G
( 2)
Gm
( 2)
GB
=
=
=
=
=
=
Figure 1. Structure of the equations of motion in the 1=c2 expansion, of which many will enter in
the Lagrangian at subleading orders. Because of the way the EH Lagrangian is expanded and the
property (2.99) there will only be two new EOMs at each order to solve, the remaining ones being
recursively equal to those of the previous order. Notice that when we impose TTNC o shell, all
the outermost equations are zero since the LO EOMs are /  ^ d as explained in section 3.1.2.
3.1.2 NNLO Lagrangian: non-relativistic gravity
Using (2.96) we nd the leading order part of the EH Lagrangian LEH given by (2.102) to be
( 6)
LLO = E
16GN
1
4
TT

=0
=
e
16GN
1
4
hh ; (3.9)
where we dened
  @   @ : (3.10)
With the above conventions we can then write the variation of the leading order La-
grangian:

( 6)
LLO =   1
8GN
e

( 6)
G  +
1
2
( 6)
Gh h

; (3.11)
where the leading order equations of motion are
( 6)
Gh =  
1
8
hhh
 +
1
2
hhh ; (3.12)
( 6)
G =
1
8
hhv
 +
1
2
ah
h +
1
2
e 1@ (ehh) : (3.13)
Contracting
( 6)
G with  tells us that on shell
hh = 0 : (3.14)
As this is a sum of squares it implies that hh = 0 and thus that  ^d = 0 on shell.
This is the Frobenius integrability condition for the existenc of a foliation with normal
1-form  = NdT where N and T are scalars. This implies that there is a foliation of the
Newton-Cartan spacetime in terms of hypersurfaces of absolute simultaneity, foliated by
leaves of constant T . The on shell geometry arising from the expansion is thus a twistless
torsional Newton-Cartan (TTNC) geometry [9] (albeit of type II but that distinction only
aects the gauge elds dened on the geometry described by the LO elds  and h).
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This completes the discussion of the LO Lagrangian. We will continue with the
NLO Lagrangian which can be obtained from (2.97) generalised to include multiple elds.
From (2.97), (2.102) and (2.103) we can see that one rst of all needs to compute the
derivative of (2.103), which gives
@ ~L
@

=0
= E
(C)
R

=0
= eh R ; (3.15)
where we recall that R is dened in (A.8). Using (2.97) this combines with the leading
order EOMs contracted with the subleading elds so that we obtain
( 4)
LNLO =   e
8GN

 1
2
h R +
( 6)
G m +
1
2
( 6)
Gh 

: (3.16)
We will refer to this Lagrangian as the Lagrangian of Galilean gravity. This theory was
studied in [64] using a rst-order formalism. Equation (3.16) can be related to the La-
grangian appearing in that work by a specic choice of the undetermined Lagrange multi-
pliers that appears. That theory also has the scaling properties described in section 2.6.2.
All the leading order equations of motion are included in the NLO Lagrangian as they are
obtained by varying with respect to the subleading elds. The  and h equations of
motion are
( 4)
G =
1
2
h
2(hh hh) rK+vh R+
 
r+2a

hhF
i
+: : : ; (3.17)
( 4)
Gh =h
h

R  1
2
hh
 R 
 
r+a

a+hh

 
r+a

a

+: : : ; (3.18)
where the dots denote terms that vanish on shell upon using the m and  equations
of motion. These extra terms can easily be calculated from m and  variations of the
NNLO Lagrangian (3.20) below using
( 4)
G =
( 2)
Gm and
( 4)
Gh =
( 2)
G .
The NNLO Lagrangian is found from (2.98). For that we need the second order
derivative of ~L which reads
@2 ~L
@2

=0
=  2ETT 
(C)
R

=0
=  2evv R : (3.19)
Consider the general form of the Lagrangian (2.98). Adapted to the case of the EH La-
grangian we have the general result
( 2)
LNNLO = 1
16GN

 evv R +m 

 
eh R

+ 

h
 
eh R

+B

( 6)
LLO

+  

( 6)
LLO
h
+
241
2
mm
@2
( 6)
LLO
@@
+m
@2
( 6)
LLO
@@h
+
1
2

@2
( 6)
LLO
@h@h
+ @m
@2
( 6)
LLO
@h@(@)
+m@m
@2
( 6)
LLO
@@(@)
+
1
2
@m@m
@2
( 6)
LLO
@(@)@(@)
35 : (3.20)
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The term in square brackets is the second variation of the LO Lagrangian and we used
that
( 6)
LLO does not depend on derivatives of h . The eld   is the NNLO eld in the
expansion of  . The term in square brackets is given by
[: : :] =
e
16GN

1
4
hhFF +
1
2
hhF +
1
4
hh
hF
 hhhF + hmvFh + 1
4
mh
vh
h
 mhhhv + 1
8
hh
h   1
2
h
hh
+
1
32

h
2
hh   1
16
hhh
h
 3
8
hh
hh
 +
1
2
hhh
h
+
1
4
hhh
h

; (3.21)
where
F  @m   @m   am + am ; (3.22)
which can be thought of as the eld strength of m (for the torsional U(1) transforma-
tion (2.73)). The terms in (3.21) can be written as
[: : :] =
e
16GN

1
4
hhFF + h
hX

; (3.23)
where X is some tensor. With the help of the results of appendix D.4.3 it can be shown
that (for general )


 
eh R

= e
  vh R   2 (hh   hh) rK ; (3.24)

h
 
eh R

= ehh

  R + 1
2
hh
 R +
 
r + a

a   hh
 
r + a

a
  1
2
r (v)

+ e
 
r + 2a
 
hh(v)

; (3.25)
where we used that (D.35) yields
  

 =  v r + hK ; (3.26)
h 

 =
1
2
vhh   1
2
vhh   1
2
vhh
+
1
2
h
 
rh + rh   rh

: (3.27)
We note that the term in square brackets in (3.25) is symmetric in  due to the fact that
the antisymmetric part of the Ricci tensor is
R[] = r[a]  
1
2
r (v) : (3.28)
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The reason we do not need to use X is as follows. The terms involving the NNLO
elds B and   are both also of the form eh
hX. Furthermore the EOM of the
NNLO elds lead to the familiar condition hh = 0. This means that any variation
of ehhX that is proportional to h
h = 0 does not contribute on shell. It
turns out that the only variation of ehhX that contributes on shell is the variation
of  except for the special case  = 
 for arbitrary 
. Put another way, terms of
the kind hhX can be ignored except for variations of the type h
. These
variations give us an equation for B and so one arrives at the important conclusion that
if we only care about EOM for the NLO elds we can ignore the term ehhX in
the NNLO Lagrangian as well as the terms involving the NNLO elds. Eectively we can
set hh = 0 i.e. impose the TTNC condition  ^ d = 0 o shell. If we do this we
are only allowed to vary  as  = 
.
This procedure gives us what we call the non-relativistic gravity (NRG) Lagrangian:
LNRG
( 2)
LNNLO

^d=0
+
e
16GN
1
2
h
h(@ @)
=
e
16GN
"
hhKK (hK)2 2m (hh hh) rK
+h R+
1
4
hhFF+
1
2
h
h(@ @)
 hh

R  ra aa  1
2
hh
 R+he
 1@

eha
#
; (3.29)
where    vm is the Newtonian potential. We added a Lagrange multiplier term to
enforce the TTNC condition and also used the identity
vv R = (h
K)
2   hhKK + r (vhK) : (3.30)
In order to obtain (3.29), which is one of the central results of this paper, we worked out
the variations of the rst line of (3.20) using the TTNC condition. In the next subsection
it will be shown that this Lagrangian is equivalent to the one given in our previous work [4]
which was obtained from gauge symmetry principles. It is clear that the expansion of
the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian in  = 1=c2 can be done systematically using the above
framework. There is nothing, except computational complexity, that prevents an expansion
to any given order in , yielding more and more relativistic corrections to non-relativistic
gravity. We will discuss applications of this approach further in section 7.
3.1.3 Equations of motion
We derive here the equations of motion based on the variations of LNRG with respect to
, h , m and  where for the  variation we only consider  = 
 with 
 an
arbitrary function.
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Because TTNC is imposed o shell a number of identities that applies to TTNC geome-
try has to be used in the process, which we have collected in appendix E. With these identi-
ties at hand, the variations that need to be done are straightforward albeit slightly tedious.
The variation of NRG in terms of the LO and NLO elds can be written as
LNRG    e
8GN

G  + Gmm +
1
2
Gh h +
1
2
G 

: (3.31)
We denoted the responses with caligraphic symbols to distinguish them from the variations
of the full NNLO Lagrangian in which the TTNC condition has not been imposed, i.e.
G 
( 2)
Gj^d=0 for the eld .
Ignoring dieomorphisms and using TTNC, it follows from (2.66){(2.71) that h and
the subleading elds transform as
h =  +  ; (3.32)
m =  + @  a + ha ; (3.33)
hh = h
h
 
m + m + 2K + r + r

; (3.34)
where v = 0. We dene the spatial projector P

 as
P  = 

 + v
 : (3.35)
The Ward identity for Galilean boost invariance with parameter  is given by
P 
 Gm + Gh +mG  = 0 : (3.36)
We can use this to simplify the process of varying h which is by far the most laborious
variation. We can write
1
2
Gh h =
1
2
Gh P P  h   Gh P  vh : (3.37)
We see that the part in front of the vh variation is xed by the Ward identity (3.36).
We can thus without any loss of generality restrict ourselves to the P -projected variation
Ph = P

 P

 h : (3.38)
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One nds after a bit of work that the equations of motion are given by
G = 
1
2
h
(hK)
2 hhKK+ 3
4
hhFF
+m
 
r+2a

hhF 2(hh hh) rK

 2(hh hh)K
 
r+a

m+(h
h hh) r r
 hh

R  1
2
hh
 R
i
; (3.39)
Gm =
1
2
h
2(hh hh) rK+vh R+
 
r+2a

hhF
i
; (3.40)
G =hh

R  1
2
hh
 R 
 
r+a

a+hh

 
r+a

a

; (3.41)
Gh P P  = 
1
2
h (hh hh)KK  r

v

hh hh

K

 hhhK
 
r+a

m+h
 r

vh
 
r+a

m

  1
2
r

v

hh+hh
 
r+a

m

+hhKh

 
r+a

m 

hh hh

hm rK
 h

hh+hh

m
 
rK  rK

  1
2

hh+hh

hK (F+2am 2am)
+
1
2
hhhFF  1
8
hhhFF
+hh

R  1
2
hh
 R

+hh
 
r+a
 
r+a


  1
2

hh+hh
 
r+a
 
r+a


  1
2

hhh+hhh h

hh+hh


 
r+a

a
  1
2
h

hh+hh

a r+ 1
2
h

hh+hh

a r
+
1
2
h

hh hh

a r+ 1
2
hh
h

R  1
2
hh
 R

  1
4
h

hh+hh
 
r+a
 
r+a


+
1
2
hhh
 R+
1
2
hhh
 
r+a
 
r+a


 

hhh+hhh

 R+
1
2
hhh R
+
1
2
h

hh+hh
 
r+a
 
r+a


+

hhh+hhh
 
r+a
 
r+a

 : (3.42)
These equations are somewhat lengthy and perhaps they would be easier to handle in a
rst-order formalism at the price of working with more elds. This will be studied further
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in upcoming work [65]. We will see in section 3.2.2 that the equations of motion acquire a
more compact form if one uses boost-invariant elds. Finally, it can be shown that when
d = 0 it follows that  decouples and that there are drastic simplications as we will
be studied further in section 4.4.
There are three Ward identities (WIs) that result from invariances under the LO and
NLO dieomorhisms. The latter are the gauge transformations with parameters  and .
For the -transformation we nd 
r + 2a
Gm  KG = 0 ; (3.43)
while for  we obtain  
r + a
G   Gmha = 0 : (3.44)
An important role will be played by two equations that can be obtained from various
contractions of the above equations of motion. The rst of these is the combination
  (d  2)Gm + hG = (d  1)h
 
r + a

a = (d  1)e 1@ (eha) : (3.45)
We note that TTNC implies  = NdT where N is like a non-relativistic lapse function
and that this in turn implies ha = h
N 1@N so that the right hand side of the above
equation is the Laplacian of the non-relativistic lapse function. When we study matter
couplings in the next section this will tell us something about what type of matter sources
TTNC torsion. The second equation follows from the following combination
 (d 2)G  (d 2)mGm+hGh +G =
(d 1)

vv R + r
 
vh
 
r+a

m

+
1
4
hhFF+h

 
r+a
 
r+a


 

hh  1
2
hh
 
r+a

(a+2mK)

: (3.46)
Equation (3.46) contains the Laplacian of the Newtonian potential . When d = 0 and
hence a = 0 the eld  decouples from this equation. When coupling this equation to
matter we will be able to identify the sources of Newtonian gravity.
Given the simplicity of (3.46) in comparison to the h equation of motion one might
wonder if there exists a simpler way to obtain this result. The answer is armative and
this conclusion can be obtained by going back to (2.125). To show this we need to expand
the Einstein equation in powers of 1=c2. We can relate the 1=c2 expansion of the Einstein
equations Eg ; E

g dened through (2.106) to the EOMs dened through (3.2). When
TTNC is imposed o shell we nd the non-vanishing orders to give
( 4)
Gh =
( 2)
G =
( 4)
Eg ; (3.47)
( 4)
G =
( 2)
Gm =
( 4)
Eg ; (3.48)
( 2)
Gh =
( 2)
Eg +

 +
1
2
h

( 4)
Eg ; (3.49)
( 2)
G =
( 2)
Eg +

 +
1
2
h

( 4)
Eg ; (3.50)
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where the  + 12h
 terms originate from expanding
p g. In deriving this result we
expanded Eg and E

g as
Eg =
( 6)
Eg + 
( 4)
Eg + 
2
( 2)
Eg +O(3) : (3.51)
The notation follows from (2.104) which has an overall factor of c6 and this is why we
start with
( 6)
Eg . Since we work here with o shell TTNC it follows that
( 6)
Eg = 0. Similar
statements apply to Eg mutatis mutandis.
When expanding the anisotropic scaling equation (2.125) in GR in section 2.6 we see
that at LO it reproduces the TTNC condition while at NLO it gives rise to (3.45). Finally
at the NNLO it reproduces (3.46).
3.2 Theory from gauge invariances
3.2.1 Lagrangian
In the previous section we derived the Lagrangian of non-relativistic gravity from the 1=c2
expansion of the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian. In this section we will derive the same
result using a dierent method. Starting with the eld content that originates from the
1=c2 expansion of the metric we will derive a (two-derivative) Lagrangian that has all the
gauge invariances associated with the type II NC gauge transformations of these elds.
We will work with manifestly Galilean boost invariant quantities, i.e. , h , ^ (and
their inverses v^ and h) as well as  (see equations (2.59){(2.62) for their denitions).
These elds transform as in (2.66){(2.71). In this section we will mostly be concerned with
the  = 
 part of the these transformations which can be rewritten as
m = @  a^ ; (3.52)
hh  = 2h
h K ; (3.53)
where we dened the boost invariant torsion vector and the extrinsic curvature9
a^  Lv^ ; (3.54)
K   1
2
Lv^h : (3.55)
Furthermore we will work with the Galilean boost invariant connection   dened in
equation (B.9). We will refer to this as the torsional U(1) gauge transformation to contrast
it with the type I Bargmann U(1) gauge transformation with parameter .
We will assume that the Lagrangian is at most second order in derivatives and that it
has at least the kinetic term v^v^ R . We will simply add terms until we obtain invariance
under all the desired non-relativistic symmetries (2.73){(2.74) with o shell TTNC condi-
tion  ^ d = 0 imposed. This was the original approach used to nd the action presented
in our previous work [4].
9We have in previous work dened `a' as what we here call a^. However, since we usually encounter
spatial contractions of it, for which h a^ = h
a, we can be relaxed about their dierence. A conversion
table between various notations can be found in appendix A.3.
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If we ignore the eld  the only dierence between type I and type II NC geometry is
the type II transformation of m under the -transformation which should be contrasted
with the type I  transformation given in (B.3). Note that for zero torsion the type II
transformation of m reduces to the Bargmann U(1) gauge transformation.
Type I NC geometry can be obtained by null reduction as detailed in appendix C.1.
Since from the point of view of the elds , m and h the dierence between type I and
type II is just one term in the transformation rule of m we will work with the reasonable
assumption that to build a type II invariant action the non-relativistic gravity Lagrangian
should contain the term G^uu. This is the uu component of the `null uplifted' Einstein
tensor G^MN (see appendix C.1 for more details). This term indeed contains the kinetic
term v^v^ R we would like there to be. The other terms in the Lagrangian can be found by
demanding that they cancel the non-invariance of G^uu under the type II -transformation.
To this end let us consider the transformations of G^uu under the variation of m.
We start with the transformation of the connection   dened in (B.9). Using TTNC
throughout we have
m 

 =
1
2
(a^ + a^)h
m   ha^v^m
+
1
2
h

 
r + a^

m  
 
r + a^

m

+
1
2
h

 
r + a^

m  
 
r + a^

m

: (3.56)
Using this result as well as equation (C.16) it follows that for the  component of the
(d+ 2)-dimensional Ricci tensor R^MN we have
mR^ =
 
r + a^

m 

()   ha^a^v^m
  1
2
h
a^ rm   1
2
h
a^ rm : (3.57)
This implies that
hhmR^ = 0 ; (3.58)
a result that will be useful later. It also implies (up to a total derivative) that when taking
m to transform under the torsional U(1) one has
v^v^R^ = e
 1@ (eh a^) ^ +
1
2
h a^a^^
+  K

hha^a^   1
2
hha^a^

: (3.59)
Using
R^uu = guMguN R^MN = v^
v^R^   2^e 1@ (eh a^) ; (3.60)
where in the second equality we used (C.17), we nd
R^
uu = 2R^u (@ a^)+ 1
2
h a^a^^+ K

hh  1
2
hh

a^a^ : (3.61)
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In other words since hma^ = 0 we can write this as


R^uu   1
2
^h a^a^   1
2


hh   1
2
hh

a^a^

= 2R^u (@  a^) : (3.62)
We can straightforwardly replace R^uu in (3.62) by G^uu because for TTNC R^ is inde-
pendent of m (for TNC it would vary into R^

um but for TTNC R^

u = 0). Finally,
since for TTNC we also have that mG^
 = 0, which follows essentially from (3.58), we
can subtract  G^
 from both sides of (3.62). Putting it all together we obtain the
transformation rule with respect to the type II -transformation,


G^uu   1
2
^h a^a^ + G^
   1
2


hha^a^   1
2
hha^a^

= 2G^u (@  a^) + 2 KG^ : (3.63)
It then follows that the Lagrangian given by
L = e

 G^uu + 1
2
^h a^a^   

G^   1
2
hha^a^ +
1
4
hha^a^

; (3.64)
is invariant under the torsional U(1) transformation (3.52){(3.53) (after partial integration)
by virtue of the Bianchi identity (C.15). We can then write
G^ = hhG^ = h
hR^   1
2
hR^ ; (3.65)
where R^ and R^ are given in (C.16) and (C.19), respectively. In terms of more intrinsically
dened objects this can be rewritten using (up to total derivatives)
G^uu   1
2
^haa = v^
v^ R   ^h R =
 
h K
2   hh K K   ^h R ;
(3.66)
as follows from (C.20) and (C.21).
The Lagrangian (3.64) (with a restored prefactor 1=16GN ) can nally be written as
what we will call the (primed) Non-Relativistic Gravity Lagrangian.
L0NRG =
e
16GN
"
  v^v^ R + ^h R   hh

R   ra^   a^a^
  1
2
hh
 R + he
 1@

eha^
#
: (3.67)
The Lagrangian (3.67) has an additional gauge symmetry which reads
hh  = h
h
 
r + r

; ^ = h
 a^ : (3.68)
In order to show this we need to use two identities. The rst one is the N =  component
of the Bianchi identity r^M G^MN = 0, which can be written as 
r+a^

G^  1
2
ha^e
 1@ (eha^)+
1
4
ha^h
a^a^+
1
2
ha^h
 R = 0 : (3.69)
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The second one is the identity
 
r + a^

hha^a^   1
2
hha^a^

= ha^e
 1@ (eha^)  1
2
ha^h
a^a^ :
(3.70)
The  transformations together with the -transformation make the Lagrangian invariant
under (2.66){(2.71). It is interesting to note that, as shown above, the Lagrangian is
xed already by the -invariance, with the  transformations appearing as an extra gauge
symmetry. This completes the construction of a Lagrangian that is invariant under the
type II gauge transformations.
3.2.2 Equations of motion
The details of the variational calculus of the action (3.67) can be found in appendix E. A
number of identities that applies to TTNC geometry has to be applied in the process. If
we dene
L0NRG 
e
8GN

G^^  G v^v^ +
1
2
Ghh  
1
2
G 

; (3.71)
one nds after a bit of work that the EOMs are given by
G^ =
1
2
h R
G = hh
 
R   a^a^   ra^
  1
2
h
 
h R   2e 1@ (eha^)

;
hG v^ = hv^ R ;
v^G v^ = ^G^  
1
2
G +
1
2
h e
 1@ (eha^)  1
2
hh 
 
ra^ + a^a^

+
1
2
 
h K
2   1
2
hh K K   1
2
r

hh
 
r    r 

;
Gh =

hh    1
2
hh 
 
e 1@ (eha^)  G^

1
2
h G   h G


  h G +
1
2
h G + ^G


+
1
2
h
h 
h K
2   hh K Ki  r hv^hh K   v^hh Ki
  hh r@^  hh

a^@^ + a^@^

+ hh r@^
+ 2hh a^@^  1
2
hhh
 
r + a^
  
r + a^


+ hhh
 
r + a^

r( )  
1
2
r 

+
1
2
hhh
 
r + a^

r    1
2
hhh r r  ; (3.72)
where we found it convenient to split the v^ variation in two terms hG v^ and v^G v^. We
only need to consider the variation P P

 h because this projection is the one where the
NNLO elds decouple. This is taken care of by contracting the Ghh 2 L0NRG variation
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with the inverse spatial metrics Gh  hhGh . By taking the trace of G and using
v^G v^ we nd the equation analogous to (3.46),
(d  2)v^G v^ + hGh + G =
(d  1)

v^v^ R  
 
r + a^

h a^

^  1
2
h 

+ hha^ 

: (3.73)
3.3 Equality of LNRG and L0NRG
The two actions (3.29) and (3.67) are equivalent. To see this one can express all Galilean
boost invariant elds , h
 , v^, h , ^,  in terms of the elds , h
 , v, h , m,
 and B, although the latter will drop out when we use TTNC o shell. To make the
comparison we also have to change the connection and the Ricci tensor associated to it.
The dierence between the two connections is (for TTNC geometries)
      =  
1
2
h (@m   @m + am   am)
  1
2
h (@m   @m + am   am) : (3.74)
Assuming  ^ d = 0 we can use some of the results derived in appendix E. In particular
the following relations are useful
hh K = h
h

K +
1
2
( r + a)m + 1
2
( r + a)m

; (3.75)
hh R = h
h R ; (3.76)
h a^ = h
a : (3.77)
A straightforward calculation then shows that the Lagrangian (3.67) is equal to (3.29).
In deriving the actions we see that they arise from two dierent (but of course closely
connected) approaches: the 1=c2 expansion makes it obvious how the NRG theory is related
to Einstein's theory of general relativity. On the other hand, from the perspective of
gauging the algebra, the second approach makes it clear what the role of the local symmetry
algebra is.
We can also relate the equations of motion of the two Lagrangians to each other by
changing the basis of the variational calculus as:
^ = hm

v   1
2
hm

h + v^
   v^m ; (3.78)
v^ =  v^hh + (h + vv^)    hm ; (3.79)
h =  hhh + (vh + vh)  ; (3.80)
 =    2m(m)   2(B)   2B() : (3.81)
When TTNC is imposed, B and its variation decouple in the projections we are interested
in. Inserting these variations in (3.71) and equating with (3.31), we can read o the
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following relation between the EOMs
G  = G^  G v^v ; (3.82)
Gm = G^v^   G v^h   G m ; (3.83)
Gh =  2G^h(m

v)   1
2
h)m

  2G v^v^(h) + Ghhh ; (3.84)
G = G : (3.85)
It can be checked that these relation obey the Galilean boost Ward identity (3.36).
3.4 Comments on imposing  ^d = 0 and d = 0 with a Lagrange multiplier
We have seen that the TTNC condition is imposed via the NNLO elds. Alternatively we
can enforce this condition with a Lagrange multiplier by adding the term
LLM = e
16GN
1
2
h
h(@   @) ; (3.86)
to the Lagrangian where  =  . When varying the measure or  (in the direction
along ) in this expression we do not nd any new contributions to the on shell equations
of motion because of the TTNC condition enforced by  . On the other hand the varia-
tion h leads to an equation of motion for  which is decoupled from all the other
equations.
If we take instead
L0LM =
e
16GN
1
2
(@   @) ; (3.87)
with  =   unconstrained then the equation of motion of  enforces a NC geometry
with d = 0. However the eld  does not decouple from the equations of motion. This
is because it now also appears in the equation of motion for 
 dened as  = 
. This
is what happens in the 3D Chern-Simons (CS) actions for extended Bargmann algebras
where  =  in which  is associated with the central extension of the 3D Bargmann
algebra [15, 16, 18, 66]. See also references [67{70] for recent work on related CS theories.
We conclude that setting d = 0 with a Lagrange multiplier does not lead to the
equations of motion that are obtained from the on shell 1=c2 expansion of GR with d
put to zero by hand. However, it does provide us with an alternative theory obtained by
adding L0LM to (3.64) for an unconstrained  . Since in this theory on shell d = 0 we
can remove all terms with a^ since they can be absorbed into the 
 term. Doing so leads
to the following Lagrangian
L = e
16GN

hh K K  
 
h K
2
+ ^h R   G^ + 1
2


: (3.88)
The interesting feature of this theory is that it is Bargmann U(1) invariant since all the
non-invariance is proportional to d which can be compensated for by an appropriate
transformation of  . The  term can be rewritten using (C.16) and a^ = 0 to
G^
 = h
h

R   1
2
hh
 R

: (3.89)
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The term in parenthesis is the Einstein tensor of the Riemannian geometry of the constant
time slices. If we are in 2+1 dimensions then this vanishes identically and by writing
 =  we recover the CS model for the extended Bargmann algebra. Hence (3.88)
can be thought of as a novel higher-dimensional generalisation of the CS model.
We have thus found two dierent classes of theories. As it turns out only the one based
on the torsional U(1) symmetry has a pure GR origin, while the Bargmann invariant case
requires already in 3D to consider GR coupled to a pair of U(1) gauge elds [15]. In 4D
the  can be dualised to another 2-form, B say, which has a 1-form gauge symmetry.
In other words in 4D we can write
e
16GN
1
2
B (@   @) ; (3.90)
which means that there is a gauge symmetry B = @   @.
4 Coupling to matter
In this section we discuss the coupling of matter to the non-relativistic gravity (NRG)
action obtained in the previous section. We consider this by expanding a generic matter
Lagrangian using the same methods as used for the Einstein-Hilbert (EH) Lagrangian.
This will enable us to nd the sourced equations of motion in the 1=c2 expansion, and
in particular those of NRG. We also discuss Ward identities (WIs) of the sources that
follow from leading and subleading order dieormphisms as well as the expansion of the
relativistic conservation laws of the energy-momentum tensor. In order to make contact
with the alternate (or primed) formulation of NRG, we will also discuss the boost-invariant
currents that source the equations of motion in that case. Finally, we show how the Poission
equation of Newtonian gravity can be obtained from NRG coupled to matter.
4.1 Expansion of the matter Lagrangian
Consider any matter Lagrangian Lmat = Lmat(c2; ; @) where  is a generic matter eld
with the spacetime indices suppressed. Let us suppose that the most leading term in the
1=c2 expansion is of order cN . Since the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian is at most of order c6
we assume N  6.
The expansion of the matter Lagrangian is performed using the general methods of
section 2.5 as:
Lmat(c2;;@) = cN ~Lmat()
= cN
( N)
Lmat;LO+cN 2
(2 N)
Lmat;NLO+cN 4
(4 N)
Lmat;NNLO+O(cN 6) : (4.1)
At each order n 2 N including zero, we dene matter currents as responses to varying the
geometric elds as
(2n N)
Th  2e 1

(2n N)
Lmat ;NnLO
h
; (4.2)
(2n N)
T  e 1

(2n N)
Lmat ;NnLO

; (4.3)
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( 4)
Th
( 4)
T
T  
( 2)
T T h 
( 2)
Th G 
( 2)
T T m 
( 2)
Tm
= =
Figure 2. Structure of the currents in the 1=c2 expansion of the matter Lagrangian similar to
gure 1, but with  ^ d = 0 imposed o shell. For this to be consistent, the leading order currents
and those related to them by variational calculus identities must be zero.
and similarly for the subleading elds mutatis mutandis as summarised in gure 2. For
n = 0 we have
( N)
T =
( N)
Tm = 0 since the next-to-leading order (NLO) elds do not appear
at leading order (LO). Furthermore because of (2.99) we have the relations
(2 N)
T =
( N)
Th ; (4.4)
(2 N)
Tm =
( N)
T ; (4.5)
and similarly for the more subleading elds.
These currents are natural to work with as they allow us to write the expansion of
matter coupled general relativity to any desired order. The equations of motion (EOMs)
with matter couplings at a given order 2m   6 then becomes
(2m)
Gh = 8GN
(2m)
Th ; (4.6)
(2m)
G = 8GN
(2m)
T ; (4.7)
(2m)
G = 8GN
(2m)
T ; (4.8)
(2m)
Gm = 8GN
(2m)
Tm ; (4.9)
and so on for even more subleading elds that we will not consider in this paper.
Notice that
( 6)
Gh ;
( 6)
G /  ^ d so it is necessary to have matter with N  4 such that
( 6)
Th =
( 6)
T = 0 in order to avoid acausal non-relativistic Newton-Cartan (NC) spacetimes.
We will see in the next section that N  4 in all the examples we have encountered.
Because of the above analysis we will for the rest of this section restrict to matter
with N  4 and study how they can source the NRG sector of the 1=c2 expansion of full
general relativity (GR). Recall that the NRG Lagrangian is dened to be the next-to-next-
to-leading order (NNLO) Lagrangian with the o shell twistless torsional Newton-Cartan
(TTNC) condition  ^ d = 0. This term appears at order O(c2) and is therefore sourced
by
( 2)
Lmat. We will likewise impose TTNC and dene the currents as follows

( 2)
Lmatj^d=0 = e

T   + T mm +
1
2
T h h +
1
2
T  

: (4.10)
We again use the notation that when we are dealing with TTNC o shell, the variations
of the matter Lagrangian at order O(c2) are denoted by (suppressing spacetime indices)
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( 2)
T j^d=0 = T for the eld . If N = 2 the LO matter Lagrangian is of order O(c2).
Therefore in that case T  = T m = 0. When N = 4 the LO matter Lagrangian is of order
O(c4) and the NLO matter Lagrangian is the one that couples to NRG. In the latter case
the responses T  and T m are generically nonzero. The equations of motion of matter
coupled NRG are
Gh = 8GNT h ; (4.11)
G = 8GNT  ; (4.12)
G = 8GNT  ; (4.13)
Gm = 8GNT m ; (4.14)
where the left hand sides are given by (3.39){(3.42).
We can also relate the 1=c2 expansion of the relativistic energy-momentum tensors Emat
and Emat dened in (2.105) to the expansion (4.4){(4.5) and related equations. Analogously
to section 3.1.3 the relations are
T h =
( 2)
Emat +

 +
1
2
h

( 4)
Emat ; (4.15)
T  =
( 2)
Emat +

 +
1
2
h

( 4)
Emat ; (4.16)
T  =
( 4)
Emat ; (4.17)
T m =
( 4)
Emat : (4.18)
In deriving this result we expanded Em as
Emat =
( 4)
Emat + 
( 2)
Emat +O(2) ; (4.19)
and similarly for Emat. To explain the notation we refer to (2.105) (where we factored out
cN with N = 4).
4.2 Ward identities
The matter sector must be invariant under the gauge transformations that act simultane-
ously on the geometric objects as well as on the matter elds. Since the latter variations are
proportional to the matter equations of motion we can ignore these terms at the expense of
being able to only derive on shell Ward identities. We can derive these on shell Ward iden-
tities from applying the transformation laws (2.66), (2.71){(2.74) acting on the geometric
elds in (4.10) and requiring invariance of the matter action up to the matter equations of
motion. The structure of the tower of WIs that follows from this is summarised in gure 3.
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LO currents
NLO currents
NNLO currents
L
L
L
L
L
L(4)
Figure 3. Structure of the Ward identities (WIs): at each order there are LO WIs generated by
the LO vector eld  through the Lie derivative L. The subleading vector eld  generates a WI
through L , which is equivalent to the LO WI at LO. Similarly L at NNLO generates a WI which
is equivalent to the LO WI at NLO. This works similarly for subsubleading vector eld (4) and
is systematically extended to higher orders in the expansion. Hence, when working at a particular
order, energy-momentum conservation of the previous orders in the expansion is always included
at that given order.
Dieomorphism invariance of (4.10) implies that we have the following conservation
law:10
0 = 
 
r + 2a
 T  +m   r + 2a T m + h   r + a T h +    r + a T 
  aT  + FT m   amT m   KT h +

r   1
2
r

T 
  (a   a) vT  : (4.20)
The v and h projections are:
0 =     r + 2a  T    vT       r + 2a T m + vFT m +KT h
  1
2
Lv
 
P P

 
 T  ; (4.21)
0 = hm
 
r + 2a
 T m + hh   r + a T h + h   r + a T 
  haT  + hFT m   hamT m + h

r   1
2
r

T  : (4.22)
In the rst equation we used
 1
2
T  Lv =  
1
2
T  Lv
 
P P

    2v

=  1
2
T  Lv
 
P P

 

+ T  av ; (4.23)
and in the second equation we used T  = 0, a property that will be derived further
below.
In addition the subleading dieomorphism gives another conservation equation between
the currents. This is the same as the conservation equation at NLO because of (4.4){(4.5).
Explicitly we have
0 = 
 
r + 2a
 T m + h   r + a T    aT m   KT  : (4.24)
10Dieomorphisms commute with the TTNC condition.
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The two projections along v and h, i.e. 
r + 2a
 T m  KT  = 0 ; (4.25) 
r + a
 T    T mha = 0 ; (4.26)
give the matter counterparts of the equations (3.43) and (3.44). The v projection agrees
with the leading order term in the expansion of (2.110). To show this we used (4.19)
and (4.15){(4.18). Likewise the h projection agrees with the leading order term in the
expansion of (2.111).
Finally the Galilean boost Ward identity is
T mea + T h ea + T  (a +mea) = 0 : (4.27)
This can be read as saying that the spatial components of T m are completely determined
in terms of the other currents. This is the matter counterpart of (3.36) provided that
T   = 0. We can show that we always have that T  ea = 0: this follows from as a
Ward identity for the subleading Galilean boosts with parameter a (see equation (2.74)).
Later, in equation (4.53), we will see that when we assume that the order O(c2) matter
Lagrangian does not depend on the NNLO eld B for the case with o shell TTNC that
this in fact implies that T   = 0. This will be assumed to hold throughout.
Note that the h projection of the dieomorphism Ward identity, equation (4.22),
only contains hh (to see this we need to use that T   = 0) which is the part
of  that appears in the NRG Lagrangian. On the other hand the v
 projection (4.21)
contains vh which does not appear in the NRG Lagrangian. The terms involving
v will therefore drop out from the Ward identity. They must cancel against v

contributions to the currents. More specically the combination T    vT  does not
depend on v . This can be seen by using that the matter Lagrangian is at most of
order c4 so that at NLO, which is c2, the eld  appears linearly in a term of the form
hhX where X depends on the matter elds. It is straightforward to see that
then T    vT  is independent of v .
4.2.1 Expansion of the Hilbert energy-momentum tensor
We collect here a few general remarks about the 1=c2 expansion of the Hilbert energy-
momentum tensor T . From equations (2.114) and (2.115) we can see that for the case
N = 4 (which is the highest value N can have for a causal spacetime, referring back to our
earlier discussion in the beginning of the section)
TT
 = O(c2) ; (4.28)

T = O(c4) : (4.29)
Hence we expand T as
T = c4
( 4)
T + c2
( 2)
T +
(0)
T +O(c 4) ; (4.30)
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where 
( 4)
T = 0. More specically equations (2.114) and (2.115) tell us that
T m =  
( 2)
T  
( 4)
Tm ; (4.31)
T  =
( 4)
T ; (4.32)
T  =  
( 4)
TB  
( 2)
Tm  
(0)
T  

 +
1
2
h

( 2)
T +
( 4)
Tm

; (4.33)
hT h = h
( 2)
T +

 +
1
2
h

h
( 4)
T ; (4.34)
where we used (4.19) as well as (4.15){(4.18).
At the leading order the Ward identity derived from the conservation law (2.116) is
given by  
r + a^
( 4)
T + ha^
( 2)
T = 0 : (4.35)
This equation is identical to (4.26). At NLO we nd
e 1@

e
( 2)
T

+  (0)
( 2)
T +  (2)
( 4)
T  +  (2)
( 4)
T +  ( 2)
(0)
T = 0 : (4.36)
Contracting this with  we nd 
r + 2a^


( 2)
T + K
( 4)
T = 0 ; (4.37)
which is the same as (4.25). We used the expansion of the Christoel connection  
discussed in appendix E.3. To show equality with (4.25) we used equation (3.75).
4.3 Boost invariant currents
The matter currents that naturally couple to the boost invariant NRG formulation of the
NNLO Lagrangian (3.67) are dened as

( 2)
LM   e

T^^  T v^ v^ +
1
2
T hh  
1
2
T  

; (4.38)
so that the equations of motion in the presence of matter become
G^ = 8GNT^ ; (4.39)
G v^ = 8GNT v^ ; (4.40)
Gh = 8GNT h ; (4.41)
G = 8GNT


: (4.42)
Like for the geometry part, we can use the variational relations (3.78){(3.81) to express
the boost invariant currents in terms of the currents dened from varying the set of elds
;m; h ; :
T  =  T^v + T v^ (h + vv^)  T hvh   T  B ; (4.43)
T m = T^v^   T v^ h   T  m ; (4.44)
T h =  2T^mh(

v)   1
2
h)m

  2T v^ v^(h) + T hhh ; (4.45)
T  = T  : (4.46)
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The presence of the NNLO eld B in (4.43) does not need to concern us as this is in
agreement with the fact that only the  variation in the direction of  does not couple
to NNLO elds (see the discussion of section 3.1.3). The  projection of (4.43) vanishes
provided T  = 0.
A set of currents that have all indices up and that is boost invariant is dened by using
as independent variables ; h ;  , i.e.

( 2)
Lmat  e

T   +
1
2
T h h +
1
2
T  

: (4.47)
Using (3.81) and
h = h   2(m)   2m() ; (4.48)
we can relate them to the other currents via
T  = T    T h m   T


B ; (4.49)
T m =  T h    T


m ; (4.50)
T h ea = T h ea ; (4.51)
T  = T  : (4.52)
The variation with respect to the NNLO eld B is T  . Since we will assume that there
will be no B dependence in the matter Lagrangian with o shell TTNC it follows that
T  = 0 : (4.53)
One could also formulate the equations of motions by varying the gravity Lagrangian with
respect to ; h ;  , but we shall refrain from doing that.
4.4 Newtonian gravity
In section 3.4 it was shown that we cannot add a Lagrange multiplier to enforce d = 0.
We will see in the next section that the situation  ^d = 0 versus d = 0 is decided on by
the nature of the 1=c2 expansion of the matter Lagrangian. This happens via equations of
motion imposed by the matter elds. The matter equations of motion may sometimes force
d = 0. We will see this happening for a massive point particle, certain approximations of
perfect uids and for the Schrodinger eld approximation to a massive complex scalar eld.
In this section we will study the necessary conditions on the matter sector in order
that d = 0 is compatible with the equations of motion of gravity coupled to matter.
The special properties that the matter currents must satisfy can be understood com-
pletely from the scaling equation (3.45) which after using the Einstein equations becomes,
8GN
  (d 2)T m+hT  = (d 1)h   r+aa = (d 1)e 1@ (eha) : (4.54)
This gives an equation for the non-relativistic lapse function N dened as  = NdT since
ha = h
N 1@N . It then follows that if there is to be no torsion the matter must
satisfy the necessary condition
(d  2)T m = hT  : (4.55)
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Existence of non-trivial solutions to e 1@ (eha) = 0 depends on boundary condi-
tions and topology of the manifold. This is crucial in establishing a twistless torsionful
Schwarzschild-type vacuum solution to the EOMs in section 6.3.
When a = 0 the trace equation (3.46) simplies to
8GN
  (d  2)T    (d  2)mT m + hT h + T  
= (d  1)
"
vv R + h
 r
 
v rm

+
1
4
hhFF + h
 r@
  (2hh   hh) r (mK)
#
= (d  1)v^v^ R : (4.56)
By changing the connection to (B.9) all terms on the right hand side combine to form the
scalar v^v^ R .
For matter coupled Newtonian gravity what the examples in the next section will show
is that in those cases the most leading order in the expansion of the matter Lagrangian is
of order c2 which guarantees that the currents T m and T  are both zero. In that case the
equations (4.56) together with the m and  equations of motion are all independent of
 . Hence for matter coupled Newtonian gravity the m and  equations of motion
together with (4.56) can be used to solve for the elds , h and m. When that happens
 decouples from the other elds , h and m. In the next section we will see examples
of this. The left hand side of (4.56) contains T  which, as we will later see, is minus the
mass density   that enters in the geometric Poisson equation (C.29). In particular it is
not a Bargmann mass as we elaborate on in appendix C.2. When d = 0 and the currents
T m and T  are both zero the equations of motion of matter coupled Newtonian gravity
are simply (after some rewriting)
hv R  1
2
hh rF = 0 ; (4.57)
hh R = 0 ; (4.58)
vv R+
1
4
hhFF+ r (hvF) = 8GN
d 1
  (d 2)T  +hT h  : (4.59)
This can equivalently be written as
R =
8GN
d  1
  (d  2)T  + hT h   : (4.60)
We will see explicit realisations of this equation in the next section.
5 Examples of matter couplings
In this section we study some canonical examples of matter that can be put on type
II Newton-Cartan (NC) geometries and their coupling to non-relativistic gravity (NRG):
point particles, uids, scalar elds and electrodynamics. We always start with a 1=c2
expansion of their relativistic parent and derive the equations of motion (EOMs). Their
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currents and Ward identities (WIs) are studied and we comment on what kind of NRG the
theories can source. For the point particles we see that there is basically a branching into
the usual non-relativistic (NR) particle and a novel type of particle motion that lives on
a twistless torsional Newton-Cartan (TTNC) geometry and couples to torsion. To get a
better conceptual understanding of the latter we study the motion on Rindler spacetime.
Perfect uids, which will play a distinguished role later on in section 6, are then studied
with and without an extra U(1) current. We then turn to both real and complex scalar
elds and see, among other results, that we can derive Schrodinger-Newton theory as a
special case. The 1=c2 expansion of Maxwell electrodynamics yields novel magnetic and
electric theories on (type II) TTNC geometry that we study. Finally we see how we can
obtain Galilean electrodynamics (GED) on torsionless NC geometry.
5.1 Point particles
5.1.1 Lagrangian
The proper time particle Lagrangian is
L =  mc

 g _X _X
1=2
: (5.1)
In here X() are the embedding scalars and  is the geodesic parameter. Expanding the
metric according to (2.57) we obtain the 1=c2 expansion of the Lagrangian
L =  mc2 _X + m
2
h _X
 _X
 _X
+O(c 2) : (5.2)
We still need to expand the embedding scalars according to (2.1):
X = x +
1
c2
y +O(c 4) : (5.3)
This is necessary for otherwise we would overconstrain the equations of motion for X.
Note that  is a function of X and so we need to expand
(X) = (x) +
1
c2
y@(x) +O(c 4) : (5.4)
We obtain
L =  mc2 _x +m

  _y   _xy@ + 1
2
h _x
 _x
 _x

+O(c 2) ; (5.5)
where all functions  and h depend on x
(). The leading order (LO) Lagrangian is
( 2)
LLO =  m _x : (5.6)
After a partial integration the next-to-leading order (NLO) Lagrangian becomes
(0)
LNLO = m

(@   @) _xy + 1
2
h _x
 _x
 _x

: (5.7)
This is the Lagrangian of a particle on type II TNC geometry.
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The equations of motion (EOMs) of the LO Lagrangian are
_x (@   @) = 0 ; (5.8)
which is correctly reproduced by the EOMs of y in the subleading Lagrangian. On a
TTNC background this becomes
_xa = 0 ; _x
a = 0 : (5.9)
Since we assumed that  _x
 6= 0 the equations of motion force a = 0. On a xed NC
background the action is the same as the standard point particle action on type I TNC
geometry [13, 43, 71].
Further notice that the LO action is order c2 and that this couples to the next-to-next-
to-leading order (NNLO) gravity action. The NLO particle action therefore only backreacts
to the N3LO gravity action where it will source NNLO elds. This means that we can solve
the geodesic equation before we backreact the solution.
If we restrict ourselves to TTNC backgrounds we can rewrite (5.7) to
LNR = m

1
2
h _x
 _x
 _x
 m(x; y) _x

; (5.10)
where
m(x; y) = m + y
a   ay : (5.11)
This observation is useful for computing the x equation of motion. This turns out to be
identical to the type I geodesic equation on a background with d = 0 (which is forced upon
us by the y equation of motion). In a gauge in which  _x
 = 1 this equation is given by
x +   _x
 _x = 0 ; (5.12)
where the connection depends on m(x; y) which on shell is identical to m since a = 0.
In other words the y eld has decoupled from the leading and subleading equations of
motion, (5.8) and (5.12) respectively. One could thus say that y is a Lagrange multiplier
for the condition a = 0.
5.1.2 Newtonian gravity coupled to point particles
Consider the NRG Lagrangian coupled to the LO point particle Lagrangian. They couple
to each other because they both appear at order c2. The combined system is what we call
Newton-Cartan gravity (NCG) coupled to a point particle,
LNCG = e
16GN
"
hhKK   (hK)2   2m (hh   hh) rK
+ h R +
1
4
hhFF +
1
2
h
h(@   @)
  hh

R   ra   aa   1
2
hh
 R + he
 1@

eha
#
 m
Z
d (x  x()) _x : (5.13)
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The equations of motion consist of (4.60) where
T  =  m
Z
d
(x  x())
e
_x ; (5.14)
and T h = 0 as is easily obtained from the variations of (5.6). In a worldline gauge for
which  _x
 = 1 we thus have
 =  T  = m
Z
d
(x  x())
e
: (5.15)
Besides the NC equations of motion there are additional decoupled equations of motion for
the eld  as well as the Lagrange multiplier. The latter can be replaced by the NNLO
elds by replacing the gravity part of the above Lagrangian by the NNLO Lagrangian of
the expansion of the EH Lagrangian. Finally there is the x equation of motion which
enforces d = 0. This thus gives a complete o shell description of NC gravity with a point
particle source.
5.1.3 On shell expansion
Equations (5.8) and (5.12) can also be obtained from an on shell expansion by starting
with the relativistic geodesic equation
X +  
_X _X = 0 ; (5.16)
where g _X
 _X =  c2 and by expanding X = x+: : :. The gauge choice g _X _X =  c2
tells us that  _x
 = 1. The leading order term in the expansion of (5.16) tells us that
a = 0. Using this result the new leading order expansion of (5.16) gives us (5.12), so in
this manner we never needed to work with y at the level of the EOM.
The  projection of (5.12) is trivially satised using that  _x
 = 1. This suggests
that we should expand (5.16) to one further subleading order and project that equation
with  to nd something nontrivial. Indeed doing so leads to
d2
d2
(y
) + K _x
 _x + 2 _x@^ = 0 : (5.17)
Furthermore from g _X
 _X =  c2 we also learn that
d
d
(y
) =
1
2
h _x
 _x : (5.18)
We thus nd
d
d

1
2
h _x
 _x + 2^

+ K _x
 _x = 0 ; (5.19)
which is the expression for energy conservation: consider for example the geometry  = dt,
hdx
dx = d~x2 and m = (x)dt with  time independent. In this case (5.19) becomes
d
d

1
2
_~x  _~x+ 

= 0 ; (5.20)
which is the classical expression for energy conservation for a particle moving in a time-
independent Newtonian potential.
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5.1.4 Fluid description
Instead of using embedding coordinates we can also say that the geodesics correspond to
the integral curves of a parallel transported unit normalised vector eld U, i.e.
UrU = U
 
@U
 +  U


= 0 ; (5.21)
where everything is a function of the spacetime coordinates x which are not expanded in
1=c. We can then expand U, which obeys gU
U =  c2, according to (2.1) as
U = u + c 2u(2) +O(c 4) ; (5.22)
where u
 = 1 and u

(2) =
1
2
hu
u . We obtain for d = 0 the equations
0 = u ru ; (5.23)
0 = u@

1
2
hu
u + 2^

+ Ku
u ; (5.24)
where the latter results from the  projection of the subleading equation. If we multiply
these equations with  given in (5.15) then we obtain equations (5.12) and (5.19). Using
that r(U) = 0 at leading order implies r(u) = 0 we can also write these as uid-
type conservation equations, i.e.
0 = r (uu) ; (5.25)
0 = r



1
2
hu
u + 2^

u

+ Ku
u : (5.26)
The latter equation is identically satised given the mass-momentum conservation equa-
tion (5.25).
5.1.5 Coupling to electrodynamics
We can easily generalise the action to couple the particle to the 1=c2 expansion of a back-
ground electromagnetic potential A, whose dynamics we study further in section 5.5. The
expansion of the electromagnetic potential is assumed to be a 1=c2 expansion to match the
orders of the expansion of the point particle Lagrangian (5.2), so that
A (X) = c
2A( 2) (x) +A
(0)
 (x) + y
@A
( 2)
 (x) +O(c 2) : (5.27)
Expanding the usual electric coupling to electrodynamics with electric charge q then yields
LEM = qc2A( 2) (x) _x + q
h
A(0) (x) _x
 + F ( 2) _x
y
i
+O(c 2) : (5.28)
The resulting total Lagrangian for a massive point particle with mass m and charge q is
hence expanded as
Ltot = LNR;pp + LEM = c2

qA( 2)  m

_x
+

qF ( 2)  m

_xy +
m
2
h _x
 _x
 _x
+ qA(0) _x
 +O(c 2) : (5.29)
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In order to cancel the leading order term, we see that we need to take A
( 2)
 =
m
q . In
that case also the term that gives coupling to torsion at the next-to-leading order vanishes
and we get
Ltot;A( 2)=m
q
 =
m
2
h _x
 _x
 _x
+ qA(0) _x
 +O(c 2) : (5.30)
This is exactly the Lagrangian of a (type I) Newton-Cartan particle coupled to electrody-
namics [28, 43]. Notice that there is now no y dependence enforcing torsionlessness so
that these particles can propagate in torsionful geometry.11
We return to the 1=c2 expansion of Maxwell electrodynamics in section 5.5.
5.2 TTNC geodesics
In the previous subsection we studied the 1=c2 expansion of the massive point particle
Lagrangian and concluded that this is only consistent on a background with d = 0. This
begs the question what about point particles moving on a torsionful NC geometry.
Consider again the action
S =  mc
Z
d
q
 g(X) _X _X : (5.31)
This action is worldline reparameterisation invariant with respect to X =  _X. The X
equation of motion is given by 
  
g _X
 _X
g _X _X
!
X +  
_X _X

= 0 : (5.32)
If we x the worldline reparameterisations by setting
g _X
 _X =  C2 ; (5.33)
where C is any constant, then the geodesic equation becomes
X +  (X) _X
 _X = 0 : (5.34)
Any solution to this equation obeys
d
d

g _X
 _X

= 0 ; (5.35)
so only the sign in (5.33) is not automatic. Since we are dealing with a massive point
particle we will take it to be timelike.
The norm of the timelike tangent vector is
g _X
 _X =  c2

T(X) _X

2
+ (X) _X
 _X < 0 : (5.36)
11A similar feature is observed in the coupling of non-relativistic strings including a background B-
eld [27].
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In the previous subsection we took T(X) _X
 = O(c0) and (X) _X = O(c0). Here we
will instead take the following starting point
T(X) _X
 = O(c 1) ; (X) _X = O(c0) ; (5.37)
where both are expanded in a series of 1=c2. We can achieve this by expanding the em-
bedding scalar as
X = x +
1
c
y +O(c 2) : (5.38)
The leading order equation obtained from (5.34) and the expansion of the Christoel sym-
bols (E.21) is
( _x
)2 ha = 0 : (5.39)
For NC geometry this is automatic but for TTNC geometry this gives  _x
 = 0. In the
latter case the only way to keep the tangent vector _X timelike is for there to be a term
at order 1=c.
Using
(X) = (x) +
1
c
y@(x) +O(c 2) ; (5.40)
we nd
(X) _X
 =
1
c
( _y
 + _xy@) +O(c 2)
=
1
c

d
d
(y
)  _xay

+O(c 2) : (5.41)
This gives
g _X
 _X =  

d
d
(y
)  _xay
2
+ h _x
 _x +O(c 1) < 0 ; (5.42)
where  and h are functions of x
. We conclude that in the large c limit
F 

d
d
(y
)  _xay
2
  h _x _x = C2 ; (5.43)
where we took C2 in (5.33) to be independent of c. Using (5.34), (E.21){(E.22), (5.38)
and (5.41) we nd that the leading order geodesic equation is
x +   _x
 _x + ha

d
d
(y
)  _xay
2
= 0 ; (5.44)
where we used that   _x _x =  

 _x _x. By contracting (5.34) with (X) and expanding
up to order O(c 1) we furthermore obtain
d
d
log (N ( _y
 + _xy@)) = 0 ; (5.45)
where we used  = NdT . Here T is a time function. This equation exists in any coordinate
system, i.e. both N and T are scalar functions of the coordinates.
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Equations (5.44) and (5.45) can also be obtained from an action with (5.43) appearing
as a gauge xing condition. To see this we will set  _x
 = 0 o shell. The leading term in
the expansion of (5.31) is given by
S =
Z
dL =  mc
Z
d
h
( _y
 + _xy@)
2   h _x _x
i1=2
: (5.46)
We will dene the Lagrangian as
L =  mcF 1=2 : (5.47)
The Lagrangian is a function of x, y and their derivatives. The EOMs can be written as
0 =
d
d
@F
@ _x
  1
2
1
F
dF
d
@F
@ _x
=
@F
@x
; (5.48)
0 =
d
d
@F
@ _y
  1
2
1
F
dF
d
@F
@ _y
=
@F
@y
: (5.49)
The y EOM can be written as
d
d
log
F
N2 ( _y + _xy@)
2 = 0 ; (5.50)
where we used that for any TTNC geometry ha = h
N 1@N . This follows from
 = N@T . This agrees with equation (5.45) when F = constant which is what was
assumed in deriving (5.45). Let the integration constant be a, then we nd
e aF = N2 ( _y + _xy@)2 = N4

d
d
(y@T )
2
; (5.51)
which we note is manifestly positive as required in (5.43). A useful identity is
 _y
 + _xy@ =
d
d
(y
)  _xay = N d
d
(y@T ) : (5.52)
The x equation of motion comes out to be
x +   _x
 _x   1
2F
dF
d
_x + ( _y
 + _xy@)
2 ha = 0 : (5.53)
We will now choose a gauge in which F is constant with F = ea = C2. This implies that
 _y
 + _xy@ = N
 1 =) d
d
(y@T ) = N
 2 : (5.54)
Equation (5.43) becomes
1
2
h _x
 _x   1
2
N 2 =  1
2
C2 : (5.55)
The x equation of motion simplies to
x +   _x
 _x =
1
2
h@N
 2 : (5.56)
The last two equations together with
 _x
 = 0 ; (5.57)
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determine the geodesics in a TTNC background. Note that m and hence the Newtonian
potential does not appear. Instead we now have a force that is dictated by minus the
gradient of  12N 2 which plays the role of potential energy. The fact that C2 > 0 (for
massive relativistic point particles moving below the speed of light) means that we only
have bound states in this potential eld. The last equation is automatically satised if one
contracts it with  or h _x
.
The fact that  _x
 = 0 means that we cannot replace the  geodesic parameter with
coordinate time. This makes a particle interpretation challenging. The objects probe only
the LO elds  and h , which is dictated by local Galilean symmetries and perhaps one
should think of these particles as (massless) Galilean particles. In section 6.3.1 we shall see
how the above is realised explicitly for the case of a spherical symmetric Schwarzschild-type
twistless torsional Newton-Cartan (TTNC) background. Regardless of conceptual dicul-
ties, one nevertheless obtains the same orbits as from the relativistic geodesic equation in
Schwarzschild spacetime. Finally we note that the LO Lagrangian (5.46) is O(c) and so
backreactions of this object would require that we include odd powers of 1=c in the metric
expansion [61].
5.2.1 Rindler spacetime
To illustrate the dierence between Lorentzian and Newton-Cartan geometries and the role
of geodesics we make a slight digression and study here the simple case of 2-dimensional
Rindler spacetime. In section 6 we will consider many more examples of solutions of non-
relativistic gravity.
Consider the 2D Lorentzian line element
ds2 =  c2dt2 + dx2 : (5.58)
Perform the following coordinate transformation
ct = R sinh(cT ) ; x = R cosh(cT ) ; (5.59)
where T has dimensions of inverse velocity and R has dimensions of length. We then nd
ds2 =  c2R2dT 2 + dR2 : (5.60)
This is 2D Rindler spacetime. It corresponds to the left and right wedges of a lightcone
with centre at (t; x) = (0; 0). Lines of constant T are straight lines through the origin since
ct
x
= tanh(cT ) ; (5.61)
and lines of constant R are hyperbolae since
x2   c2t2 = R2 : (5.62)
In the sense of type II NC geometry the metrics (5.58) and (5.60) give rise to
 = dt ; h = dx2 ; m = 0 ;  = 0 ; (5.63)
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and
 = RdT ; h = dR2 ; m = 0 ;  = 0 : (5.64)
Since the rst of these has d = 0 and the second has ^d = 0 but d 6= 0 they are clearly
not dieomorphic spacetimes. We thus learn that dieomorphic spacetimes in Lorentzian
geometry can correspond to non-dieomorphic spacetimes in NC geometry. The reason in
this case is because the dieomorphism (5.59) is not analytic in 1=c. Strictly speaking the
notion of dieomorphism that we are using here is more properly called an isometry since
the spaces are related by a dieomorphism which relates the metrics.
We would like to understand the type II NC limit (5.64) of Rindler spacetime. Since the
clock 1-form components vanish at R = 0 we need to check if this is in fact a coordinate
singularity. To this end we will perform the same coordinate transformation (5.59) as
before. We will take c = c^= where c^ is numerically equal to the speed of light and  is
some dimensionless small quantity. The 1=c expansion then becomes an expansion around
 = 0. We will set c^ = 1 (so that  has dimensions of length), and write
t = R sinh(T ) ; x = R cosh(T ) : (5.65)
We then have the time-like and space-like vielbeins
 = RdT =
xp
x2   t2 dt 
tp
x2   t2 dx ; e = dR =
 tp
x2   t2 dt+
xp
x2   t2 dx ; (5.66)
where we write h = ee for the metric on spatial slices.
The lines t = x correspond to T = 1. Since the total lapse of time (i.e. R 
along some curve ) is the same in all coordinate systems we can see that future and past
innity correspond to T = 1, i.e. t = x, with the exception of the origin R = 0 or
what is the same (t; x) = (0; 0). The lapse of time along a curve with constant R = R0 is
R0
R Tf
Ti
dT from some initial to some nal time. Clearly this goes to innity for Ti !  1
and Tf !1. That means that in the t; x coordinates we can consider t = x to represent
the boundaries of spacetime except at the origin.
To understand what happens at the origin consider a straight line t = x where jj < 1.
It follows from (5.66) that along such a curve the components of  become
t =
sign(x)p
1  2 ; x =  
sign(x)p
1  2 ; (5.67)
while for those of the 1-form e we get
et =  sign(x)p
1  2 ; ex =
sign(x)p
1  2 : (5.68)
Let us consider rst the time-like vielbein  . We see that the values of the components of 
depend on the direction with which one approaches the origin and secondly when passing
through the origin the sign changes. Thus we observe a discontinuous change in t and x
when passing through the origin. For example if we consider a curve along the t = 0 axis
then  = 0 so that we jump from t = 1 and x = 0 to t =  1 and x = 0. Since we
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think of  as the normal to constant time (here T ) hypersurfaces we see that the direction
of time is reversed. Going up in the right Rindler wedge is going to the future and in the
left Rindler wedge going to the future means going down. This is simple to visualise by
drawing a straight line T = constant through the origin. When moving it forward in time
on the right means that it is going down on the left. We do not observe such a feature
with the h `metric' because it is quadratic in e and so the sign functions disappear. So as
we go through the origin the metrics  and h depend on the direction through the origin
and the sign of  is ipped. To summarise the type II TNC version of Rindler spacetime
can be visualised as the two Rindler wedges of Minkowski spacetime joined at the origin
and with the Milne patches of Minkowski spacetime removed entirely.
We continue by considering the geodesics in this spacetime. From the expansion of the
timelike geodesics we nd, using equations (5.55){(5.57),
_T = 0 ;
d
d
yT = R 2 ; _R2 = R 2   C2 : (5.69)
In terms of the parameter  we have
R2 = C 2   C2(  0)2 ; yT   yT0 =
1
2
log
1 + C2(  0)1  C2(  0)
 : (5.70)
For nite values of the geodesic parameter  we reach yT = 1. We can also write the
solutions as
T = T0 ; R cosh(y
T   yT0 ) =
1
C
: (5.71)
We cannot view these solutions as curves that are entirely described in terms of the space-
time coordinates T and R. The reason is that we can only replace the geodesic parameter
by yT but the latter is a worldline scalar yT that is the subleading embedding function for
the coordinate T .
If we were to dene (note that due to the appearance of yT this is not a coordinate
transformation)
~x = R cosh yT ; ~t = R sinh yT ; (5.72)
then for yT0 = 0 we get ~x = 1=C and for y
T
0 6= 0 we get
~t = ~x coth yT0  
1
C
1
sinh yT0
: (5.73)
These are straight lines with slopes larger than +1 or less than  1, i.e. the timelike geodesics
of Minkowksi spacetime. However in the sense of NC geometry that interpretation is lost.
From the point of view of type II NC geometry the eld yT is just a Lagrange multiplier
in the action for a massless Galilean particle. Hence the only real type II geodesics are
those for which T = constant. In the sense of an approximation of relativistic geodesics the
eld yT is of course important and simply captures the NLO eect, correctly reproducing
the straight line geodesics of Minkowski spacetime.
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5.3 Perfect uids
We continue our study of the 1=c2 expansion of matter systems by presenting the case of
a perfect relativistic uid.
We expand the normalised uid velocity according to (2.1) as
U = u +
1
c2
u(2) +O(c 4) : (5.74)
Then the normalisation condition
gU
U =  c2 ; (5.75)
together with the expansion (2.57) of the metric implies the relations
u
 = 1 ; (5.76)
u

(2) =
1
2
hu
u : (5.77)
This means that the relativistic uid velocity admits the expansion
U = c
2

  + 1
c2

  1
2
hu
u + hu


+O(c 4)

: (5.78)
Next we turn to the relativistic energy-momentum tensor
T =
E + P
c2
UU + Pg ; (5.79)
where E and P are the relativistic internal energy and pressure. We will assume that these
quantities have an expansion given by
E = c4E( 4) + c2E( 2) + E(0) +O(c 2) ; (5.80)
P = c4P( 4) + c2P( 2) + P(0) +O(c 2) : (5.81)
The energy-momentum tensor expands according to (4.30), which using (5.74) and the
expansion of the inverse metric in (2.58) gives
( 4)
T = P( 4)h ; (5.82)
( 2)
T =
 
E( 4) + P( 4)

uu   P( 4)
 
v^v^ + hh 

+ P( 2)h ; (5.83)
(0)
T =
 
E( 2) + P( 2)

uu +
 
E( 4) + P( 4)
 
uu(2) + u
u(2)

+ P(0)h
   P( 2)
 
v^v^ + hh 

+ P( 4)

2v^v^^  Y 

: (5.84)
We can use the results of section 4.2 for the expansion of the relativistic energy-
momentum conservation equation. The Ward identity (4.35) becomes
h@P( 4) +
 
E( 4) + P( 4)

ha = 0 ; (5.85)
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while the subleading equation contracted with  (see (4.37)) gives
u@E( 4) +
 
E( 4) + P( 4)
  
r + a

u = 0 : (5.86)
We observe that the quantity P( 4) is a `pressure' needed to balance the force due to torsion.
If P( 4) = E( 4) = P( 2) = 0 we nd that we must have a = 0 and hence d = 0.
In that case (4.37) becomes a mass conservation equation with E( 2) the mass density.
We set E( 2) = n for mass density and P(0) = P for pressure. Then the conservation
equation (4.35) becomes
rT  = 0 ; (5.87)
where
( 2)
T = T   Ph + nuu : (5.88)
This is the Cauchy stress-mass tensor. Equation (5.87) describes mass-momentum conser-
vation. Contracting (5.87) with  leads to the mass conservation equation r(nu) = 0.
The coupling to Newton-Cartan gravity (4.60) can be found by considering (4.33) and (4.34)
which tells us that
T  =  nu ; hT h = 0 : (5.89)
The subleading conservation equation (4.36) with a = 0 can be written as
r
(0)
T +  (2)T  +  (2)T  = 0 : (5.90)
If we contract this with  we obtain
r

1
2
hu
u+2^

nu+P v^

+ KT + r
 
E(0)+P

u+nu(2)

+ (2)nu
 = 0 :
(5.91)
The relativistic conservation equations for a perfect uid rT = 0 when projected with
U give
r [(E + P )U] = U@P ; (5.92)
which at subleading order leads to
r
 
E(0) + P

u + nu(2)

+  (2)nu
 = u@P : (5.93)
Combining this with (5.91) we obtain
r

1
2
hu
u + 2^

nu + P v^

+ KT  + u@P = 0 : (5.94)
This equation is independent of u(2) and for zero pressure it reduces to the uid description
of the non-relativistic particle given in (5.26). It can be shown that upon using (5.87) it is
identically satised. In other words the energy conservation couples the LO uid variables
to the NLO uid variable u(2).
In order to obtain the standard equations for a massive Galilean (Bargmann) uid we
need to include a relativistic conserved U(1) current J = QU. We expand the charge
density as
Q = c2n+Q(0) +O(c 2) ; (5.95)
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then for d = 0 the leading term in rJ = 0 is r(nu) = 0 while the subleading term
reads
r

nu(2)

+
(2)
 nu
 =   r
 
Q(0)u


: (5.96)
Combining this with (5.93) we obtain
r
  
E(0)  Q(0) + P

u

= u@P : (5.97)
If we use this to eliminate u@P from (5.94) we obtain
r

E + P + 1
2
nhu
u

u + 2^nu + P v^

+ KT  = 0 ; (5.98)
where we dened E = E(0)  Q(0). Using (5.94) this can be rewritten as
r ((E + P)u)  u@P = 0 : (5.99)
Dening the covariant energy-momentum tensor for a non-relativistic Bargmann uid
(NR)
T =  

E + P + 1
2
nhu
u

u + nu
hu
 + P ; (5.100)
and extracting the energy current
E = v^
(NR)
T ; (5.101)
we nd the energy conservation equation
rE + T  K = 0 : (5.102)
What we thus see is that in the case of the 1=c2 expansion of the relativistic perfect
uid without the U(1) current we nd mass and momentum conservation at leading order
but the energy conservation equation couples to the subleading eld u(2). On the other
hand, when there is a U(1) current present one can nd a limit in which all the usual non-
relativistic uid equations (on a type I NC geometry), i.e. mass, momentum and energy
conservation, are obtained, forming a closed set of equations. In the case of the point
particle this distinction did not arise because there is no internal energy. We note that
various non-relativistic uids have been studied in the literature, see for example [54{
59, 72, 73].
5.4 Scalar elds
5.4.1 Complex scalar eld
Consider the action of a complex scalar eld
S =  c 1
Z
dd+1x
p g  g@@? +m2c2? : (5.103)
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We split the eld in terms of its modulus and phase according to  = 1p
2
'eic
2 so that
S =
Z
dd+1xE
"
1
2c2
(T@')
2   1
2
@'@'
+ '2

c2
2
(T@)
2   c
4
2
@@   1
2
m2c2
#
; (5.104)
where we used (2.9) and (2.11). Next we expand the modulus and phase of  according to
' = '(0) + c
 2'(2) + c 4'(4) +O(c 6) ; (5.105)
 = (0) + c
 2(2) + c 4(4) +O(c 4) : (5.106)
The expansion of the Lagrangian is
L = c4
( 4)
LLO + c2
( 2)
LNLO +O(c0) : (5.107)
The leading order Lagrangian is given by
LLO =  1
2
e'2(0)h
@(0)@(0) ; (5.108)
so that the '(0) equation of motion tells us that
h@(0)@(0) = 0 : (5.109)
This condition is a sum of squares, so it implies
h@(0) = 0 : (5.110)
As explained in section 2.5, this condition will be repeated at any order of the Lagrangian
through the equations of motion of the most subleading eld in the expansion of .
With these comments, we can determine the NLO Lagrangian to be
( 2)
LNLO = e

 '2(0)h@(0)@(2)+
1
2
'2(0)
 
v^@(0)
2  1
2
m2'2(0) '(0)'(2)h@(0)@(0)
+
1
2
'2(0)h
h @(0)@(0) 
1
2
'2(0)

^+
1
2
h 

h@(0)@(0)

: (5.111)
Using that h@(0) = 0 (which now follows from the '(2) EOM), the EOM of '(0) is,
v@(0) = m: (5.112)
Equations (5.110) and (5.112) then imply that
 =  1
m
@(0) ; (5.113)
so that  is exact. The LO matter Lagrangian is O(c4) but it does not source gravity
at that order due to (5.110). The rst sourcing of gravity appears at O(c2). We thus
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couple (3.29) to (5.111). This means that the coupling of the matter Lagrangian (5.104)
to the EH Lagrangian will give rise to Newtonian gravity coupled to a scalar eld in the
large speed of light expansion.
The NNLO Lagrangian is
(0)
LN2LO = e

^ +
1
2
h 

1
2
'2(0)
 
v^@(0)
2   '2(0)h@(0)@(2)   12m2'2(0)

+ e

 1
2
h@'(0)@'(0)   '2(0)h@(0)@(4)  
1
2
'2(0)h
@(2)@(2)
 2'(0)'(2)h@(0)@(2) + '2(0)v^@(0)v^@(2) + '(0)'(2)
 
v^@(0)
2
+'2(0)h
h @(0)@(2)  m2'(0)'(2)   '2(0)^
 
v^@(0)
2
+
1
2
e'2(0)Y
@(0)@(0)  
1
2
eh@(0)@(0) ; (5.114)
where Y  is dened in (2.58) and where we added a Lagrange multiplier  to enforce
h@(0)@(0) and where we ignored all terms quadratic in h
@(0) = 0. The eld 
is given by '2(2) + 2'(0)'(4). The term '
2
(0)Y
@(0)@(0) only contributes to the (0)
equation of motion because Y  is of the form hY
 + hY
 as it obeys Y
 = 0.
Since we will not concern ourselves with NNLO elds we did not write out the Y  term.
The  and '(2) equations of motion set v^
@(0) = m. We will take the plus sign. The
(4) equation of motion is automatically satised. The (2) equation of motion becomes
@

 me'2(0)v^ + e'2(0)h@(2)

= 0 : (5.115)
Finally the '(0) equation of motion is
e 1@
 
eh@'(0)
  '(0)h@(2)@(2) + 2m'(0)v^@(2)   2m2'(0)^ = 0 : (5.116)
If we restrict the NNLO Lagrangian (5.114) to (5.110) and (5.112) we obtain the Schrodinger
Lagrangian
LSch = e

m'2(0)v^
@(2)  
1
2
h@'(0)@'(0)  
1
2
'2(0)h
@(2)@(2)  m2'2(0)^

;
(5.117)
whose equations of motion are (5.115) and (5.116).
The dieomorphisms generated by  = +c 2+O(c 4) (where  = v^+h)
act on (2) as
(2) = 
@(2)  m : (5.118)
Hence if we dene the wavefunction  =
p
m'(0)e
i(2) then this wavefunction satises the
Schrodinger equation on a type I NC background with d = 0. In other words equa-
tions (5.115) and (5.116) can be combined into the complex Schrodinger equation
  iv^@   1
2
i e 1@ (ev^) +
1
2m
e 1@ (eh@ ) m^ = 0 : (5.119)
For previous approaches to formulating the Schrodinger equation on Newton-Cartan space-
times, see also [11, 20, 74{76].
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5.4.2 Schrodinger-Newton theory
Let us next consider the coupling of the complex scalar eld to gravity. The variation
of (5.111) with respect to m,  and h all give zero upon using h
@(0) = 0. On the
other hand the  variation in the direction of  gives
1
e


( 2)
LNLO

= T  =  m2'2(0) =  m   : (5.120)
Consider the NRG Lagrangian coupled to the NLO scalar Lagrangian. They couple to
each other because they both appear at order c2. The combined system is
LNS = e
16GN
"
hhKK (hK)2 2m (hh hh) rK
+h R+
1
4
hhFF+
1
2
h
h(@ @)
 hh

R  ra aa  1
2
hh
 R+he
 1@

eha
#
+e

 '2(0)h@(0)@(2)+
1
2
'2(0)
 
v^@(0)
2  1
2
m2'2(0) '(0)'(2)h@(0)@(0)
+
1
2
'2(0)h
h @(0)@(0) 
1
2
'2(0)

^+
1
2
h 

h@(0)@(0)

: (5.121)
If we include the next order in the expansion and restrict to EOM containing at most NLO
elds we obtain the Schrodinger-Newton theory.
This theory is essentially the scalar eld analogue of the massive point particle theory
of section 5.1.2. The Lagrangian for the actual Schrodinger equation appears at O(c0) and
so the backreaction problem is considerably simplied. One rst solves the equations of
motion of the Newtonian gravity (4.60) with source given by (5.120), i.e.
R = 8GN
d  2
d  1m  
 : (5.122)
This leads to a Newtonian potential that then appears at the next order in the Schrodinger
equation giving rise to the well-known Schrodinger-Newton equation.
To see this more explicitly, choose a background that solves (5.122), i.e.
 = dt ; h = d~x  d~x ; m = dt ; (5.123)
where
@i@i = 8GN
d  2
d  1m  
 : (5.124)
If we take d = 3 we can solve (using a Green's function) for  to give
 =  mGN
Z
d3x0
 (x0) ?(x0)
j~x  ~x0j : (5.125)
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The Schrodinger equation (5.119) becomes the Schrodinger-Newton equation:
i@t (t; x) =

  1
2m
~@2  m2GN
Z
d3x0
 (t; x0) ?(t; x0)
j~x  ~x0j

 (t; x) : (5.126)
There is an extensive literature on the subject of the Schrodinger-Newton equation [77{
82]. It appears in many dierent experimental, numerical and theoretical studies, including
applications to quantum interference [83, 84] and laboratory tests of quantum gravity
aspects [85, 86].
5.4.3 Real scalar eld
We briey consider the case of a real Klein-Gordon scalar eld with Lagrangian
L =  c 1p g

1
2
g@'@'+ V (')

; (5.127)
where we assume that the potential V does not depend on c explicitly. Let us expand the
scalar eld ' as
' = '(0) + c
 2'(2) +O(c 4) : (5.128)
The 1=c2 expansion of the Lagrangian then becomes
L =
(0)
LLO + c 2
(2)
LNLO +O(c 4) ; (5.129)
where we nd
(0)
LLO = e

 1
2
h@(0)@(0)   V ('(0))

; (5.130)
(2)
LNLO = e

 h@(0)@(2)  
1
2
^h@(0)@(0) +
1
2
 
v^@(0)
2
+
1
2

hh    1
2
hh 

@(0)@(0)   V 0('(0))'(2)

: (5.131)
In a Kaluza-Klein reduction it would be more natural to give the scalar eld Lagrangian
the same prefactor as the EH Lagrangian. In that case we have to multiply (5.127) by
c4
16GN
. When we do this the LO scalar eld Lagrangian couples to Galilean gravity, i.e.
the NLO Lagrangian in the expansion of the EH Lagrangian.
5.5 Electrodynamics
Non-relativistic versions of electrodynamics have been investigated in various formulations
in the literature [87{92]. In this section we will consider the 1=c2 expansion of Maxwellian
electrodynamics.
Consider the Maxwell Lagrangian
LMax =   1
4c
p gggFF (5.132)
where F = @A   @A. We will expand A as
A = c
2A( 2) +A
(0)
 +O(c 2) ; (5.133)
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following our general expression (2.1). The expansion of the transformation of A under
dieomorphisms and gauge transformations (expanded as  = c2( 2) + (0) + O(c 2)),
yields the transformations of the LO and NLO vector elds
A( 2) = LA( 2) + @( 2) ; (5.134)
A(0) = LA(0) + LA( 2) + @(0) : (5.135)
The Maxwell Lagrangian thus starts at order O(c4), so that
LMax = c4
( 4)
LMax;LO + c2
( 2)
LMax;NLO +O(c0) ; (5.136)
with the LO and NLO Lagrangians
( 4)
LMax;LO =  e
4
hhF ( 2) F
( 2)
 ; (5.137)
( 2)
LMax;NLO = e

 1
2
hhF ( 2) F
(0)
  
1
4

^ +
1
2
h 

hhF ( 2) F
( 2)

+
1
2
h

v^ v^ + hh 

F ( 2) F
( 2)


: (5.138)
The A
( 2)
 equations of motion at LO and NLO are
0 = @

ehhF ( 2)

; (5.139)
0 = @
 
e
"
hhF (0) +

^ +
1
2
h 

hhF ( 2)
  2h[

v^]v^ + h]h 

F ( 2)
#!
: (5.140)
As usual, the A
(0)
 equation of motion of the NLO Lagrangian is the same as the A
( 2)

equation of motion of the LO Lagrangian.
The NLO action (5.138) is similar but not the same as the covariantised version of
Galilean electrodynamics (GED) presented in [93]. We here have additional couplings to
^;  , that were not present in this previous work. The reason is that GED is naturally
formulated on a (type I) Newton-Cartan background and obtained through a dierent non-
relativistic limit: to obtain GED one takes a strict c!1 limit where a dierent scaling of
the temporal and spatial components of the gauge eld is allowed in addition to an extra
coupling to a real scalar eld. We shall see later that it is also possible to obtain GED via
a 1=c2 expansion.
5.5.1 Magnetic theory
It is useful to decompose the leading order Maxwell eld
A( 2) =  vA( 2)  +A( 2) eaea    ~' + A ; (5.141)
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separating the temporal and spatial components since v A = 0. It follows that its eld
strength F is basically the magnetic eld strength tensor. On the other hand the temporal
component ~' is closely related to the electric potential. The transformation of ~' and A
under dieomorphisms and gauge transformations are:
 ~' = L ~'+ v@( 2) ; (5.142)
 A = L A + eaea@( 2) : (5.143)
They both transform under the U(1) gauge transformation, but with temporal and spatial
derivatives, respectively.
We nd that the LO and NLO Lagrangians can be written in these variables as
( 4)
Lmag;LO =  e
4
hh F F ; (5.144)
( 2)
Lmag;NLO = e

 1
2
hh FF
(0)
  
1
4

^ +
1
2
h 

hh F F
+
1
2
hhh  F F + (@ + a) ~' (@ + a) ~'
+
1
2
h
 
v^ v^ F F + 2v^
 F (@ + a) ~'

: (5.145)
As the O(c4) term is non-zero, spacetime torsion will be sourced in the gravity
EOMs (4.11){(4.14). The LO and NLO equations of motion (5.139){(5.140) when TTNC
is imposed become
0 = @
 
ehh F

; (5.146)
0 = @

e

hhF (0) +

^ +
1
2
h 

hh F   2h[h]h  F
 2h[v^]  v^ F + (@ + a) ~'  : (5.147)
Since the spatial component of the gauge eld dominates the expansion we refer to this
as the magnetic limit. The equation of motion for ~' is given by the  projection of the
latter, which gives
(@   a)

eh
 
v^ F + (@ + a) ~'

= 0 : (5.148)
When  ^ d = 0 equations (5.146) and (5.148) are the same as in the magnetic limit
of Maxwell's equations coupled to TTNC geometry studied in [93]. In addition we still
have the equation from the spatial projection of the equation of motion (5.147), which is
not present in that work. However, this is the only equation to involve the subleading
gauge eld A
(0)
 , so we do not lose compatibility with the magnetic limit. The reason
for the extra equation is that the magnetic limit studied in [93] is not the same kind of
non-relativistic expansion as done here. In the previous work we scaled the temporal and
spatial components of the gauge eld dierently and took c!1 as a strict limit (on shell),
which projects out the extra equation that appears here.
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5.5.2 Electric theory
Let us now see how the electric limit of Maxwell's equations studied in [93] ts into the
non-relativistic expansions studied here.
First we impose o shell that
A( 2) =  ' ; (5.149)
and let all gauge transformations start at order O(1) so that ' is a scalar transforming as
' = L'. Using o shell TTNC and F = 0 we nd that the Maxwell Lagrangian (5.132)
now starts at order O(c2) and expands as
Lelec = c2
( 2)
Lelec;LO +
(0)
Lelec;NLO +O(c 2) ; (5.150)
where
( 2)
Lelec;LO = e
2
h (@ + a)' (@ + a)' ; (5.151)
(0)
Lelec;NLO = e

 1
2
^h (@ + a)' (@ + a)'+
1
4
h h
 (@ + a)' (@ + a)'
 1
2
hh  (@ + a)' (@ + a)'  1
4
hhF (0) F
(0)

 hv^F (0) (@ + a)'
i
: (5.152)
The LO equation of motion is
(@   a) [eh (@ + a)'] = 0 : (5.153)
The A
(0)
 equation of motion is
@

e
h
hhF (0)   (hv^   hv^) (@ + a)'
i
= 0 : (5.154)
Contracting (5.154) with  reproduces the LO equation of motion which is thus contained
as a NLO equation of motion as expected. For d = 0 equation (5.154) agrees with the
electric limit of Maxwell's equations coupled to NC geometry as studied in [93]. In addition
we have the variation of the NLO action w.r.t. ' which gives
0 = (@ a)

e

h^  1
2
hh +h
h 

(@+a)'+eh
v^F (0)

: (5.155)
This latter equation does not appear in the on shell strict c!1 limit of the electric limit
of Maxwell's equations. Similar to the previous section the origin of this extra equation
can be traced back to the fact that here we are performing an expansion as opposed to
taking a limit as in [93].
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5.5.3 Galilean electrodynamics
We would like to obtain Galilean electrodynamics (GED) from a 1=c2 expansion of a
relativistic theory. To do this we couple relativistic electrodynamics with gauge eld A
to a massless real free scalar 	 and study a particular expansion. Consider then the
decomposition
A =  c2' + A   ~' +  +O(c 2) ; (5.156)
	 =  c'+ c 1+O(c 3) : (5.157)
We split the O(1) component of A along  into two scalars: ~' that transforms under
gauge transformations and  that does not transform under gauge transformations. The
expansion of the gauge parameter starts at order O(1). The resulting transformations of
the elds are
' = L' ; (5.158)
 ~' = L ~'  'vL + v@ ; (5.159)
 = L  L' ; (5.160)
 A = L A + L A   'eaeaL + eaea@ : (5.161)
The sum of the relativistic Lagrangians (5.127) (with ' replaced by 	 and no potential
term) and (5.132) starts at order O(c2) and yields:
( 2)
LLO = eha'

@ +
1
2
a

' ; (5.162)
(0)
LNLO = e

 1
4
hh F F + h
v^ F (@ + a)'+
1
2
(v^@')
2
 1
2
^h [(@ + a)' (@ + a)'+ @'@']  'h ra
+
1
2

hh    1
2
hh 

[@'@'  (@ + a)' (@ + a)']

; (5.163)
where we dened
F  F   2@[
 
~']

; (5.164)
and with TTNC o shell we have hh F = h
h F . We see that in the leading
order Lagrangian the term with two derivatives cancels out, leaving just a single spatial
derivative and torsion vector terms.
The leading order equation of motion from the ' variation is
'h ra = 0 ; (5.165)
consistent with what one gets at NLO by varying  as it should be. We must have either
' = 0 or h ra = e 1@ (eha)   haa = 0. In particular a = 0 , d = 0 is a
solution.
When d = 0 we obtain GED exactly as it appears in [93] with
(0)
LNLO  LGED and
e 1LGED =  1
4
hh F F + h
v^ F@'+
1
2
(v^@')
2   ^h@'@' ; (5.166)
and the subleading scalar  and the eld  decouple.
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6 Solutions of non-relativistic gravity
In this section we will consider solutions to the non-relativistic gravity (NRG) theory.
Here we will explicitly demonstrate that it is much richer than just Newtonian gravity.
We see that many of the canonical general relativity (GR) solutions are also exact solu-
tions to NRG. The discussion is initiated by looking at isometries of twistless torsional
Newton-Cartan (TTNC) spacetimes and how to do gauge xing. The 1=c2 expansion of
the Schwarzschild solution is studied rst and done in two dierent ways: a) A weak eld
expansion related to the Post-Newtonian expansion and b) a strong eld expansion that
will be an exact torsionful solution of NRG. For the latter we also study the geodesics,
which turn out to be the same as in GR, albeit conceptually dierent. Next the Tolman-
Oppenheimer-Volko (TOV) uid star is studied and we show that the TOV equation can
be derived entirely in our NR framework. We then look at cosmological solutions and
show that the Friedmann-Lema^tre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) spacetime is also an exact
solution of NRG. We conclude this section by discussing inequivalent spacetimes that arise
from dierent 1=c2 expansions of the anti-de Sitter (AdS) spacetime.
6.1 Isometries and gauge xing
The geometric elds , h , m and  transform according to studied in section 2.3
by (2.46), (2.71), (2.72) and (2.73). An isometry is a transformation which leaves the elds
unchanged, that is (with  ^ d = 0):
0 =  = L ; (6.1)
0 = h = Lh +  +  ; (6.2)
0 = m = Lm + @  a + ha +  ; (6.3)
0 = hh = h
h
 L + 2K + r + r : (6.4)
We can also say that these are dieomorphisms generated by K for which there exist ,
 and  such that
LK = 0 ; (6.5)
LKm =  @ + a  ha    ; (6.6)
LKh =      ; (6.7)
hhLK =  hh
 
2K + r + r

: (6.8)
By xing dieomorphisms and Milne boosts we can always write
dx
 = Ndt ; (6.9)
hdx
dx = ijdx
idxj ; (6.10)
where x = (t; xi). This means that
v =  N 1t ; (6.11)
h = iji 

j : (6.12)
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Demanding that i = 0, htt = hti = 0 leads to the residual gauge transformations
(using (2.46) and (2.72))
@i
t = 0 ; (6.13)
t = 0 ; (6.14)
i =  N 1ij@tj : (6.15)
The nonzero components transform as
N = i@iN + @t
 
tN

; (6.16)
ij = 
k@kij + ik@j
k + kj@i
k + t@tij : (6.17)
The residual gauge transformations act on m as
mt = 
i@imt +mi@t
i + @t( + 
tmt) + 
ij@iN(j + mj) ; (6.18)
mi = 
t@tmi + 
j@jmi +mj@i
j +N@i(N
 1) N 1ij@tj : (6.19)
We have dened the general notion of a Killing vector and discussed a convenient
gauge for the leading order (LO) elds. In principle one could next study ansatze that
preserve certain symmetries, but instead we will simply discuss a number of solutions to
the equations of motion (EOMs).
For the special case of solutions of the LO theory that are also exact solutions of GR,
i.e. for which m = 0 and  = 0 the equations of motion (4.11){(4.14), where the left
hand side is given by (3.39){(3.42), reduce to
  1
2
(hK)
2+
1
2
hhKK = 8GNT  ; (6.20)
(hh hh) rK+ 1
2
vh R = 8GNT m ; (6.21)
hh

R  1
2
hh
 R 
 
r+a

a+hh

 
r+a

a

= 8GNT  ; (6.22)
  1
2
h (hh hh)KK  r

v

hh hh

K

= 8GNT h P P  ;
(6.23)
where K =
1
2N @th . We will study solutions of these matter coupled equations in the
last two subsections. We refer to [36] for more details and comments about the structure
of the equations of motion in the gauge (6.9) and (6.10).
6.2 Weak gravity expansion of the Schwarzschild metric
One way to generate solutions to non-relativistic gravity is by considering the 1=c2 expan-
sion of GR. Therefore, let us consider the Schwarzschild metric with factors of c restored:
ds2 =  c2

1  2GNm
c2r

dt2 +

1  2GNm
c2r
 1
dr2 + r2d
S2 : (6.24)
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We can perform two dierent physically relevant expansions depending on how we
treat the mass parameter as a function of c2. The rst option is to take m constant as
we expand. In that case, by comparing to (2.58), (2.58), we can read o the elds in the
expansion of the Lorentzian metric as
dx
 = dt ; (6.25)
mdx
 =  GNm
r
dt = dt ; (6.26)
hdx
dx = dr2 + r2d
S2 ; (6.27)
dx
dx =
2GNm
r
dr2 =  2dr2 : (6.28)
The result is a at torsionless Newton-Cartan spacetime with non-zero subleading elds
m and  . One can verify that this is a vacuum solution of the EOMs (3.39){(3.42).
The solution is expressed in terms of the Newtonian potential    vm =  GNm=r. In
this case the 1=c2 expansion does not terminate. The expansion of the temporal vielbein is
completely captured by  and m (with B and further subleading elds equal to zero),
while the 1=c2 expansion of the spatial part of the metric does not terminate. In fact the
higher order spatial elds 
(n)
 encoding the remaining post-Newtonian eects all take the
simple form
(2n) dx
dx =

2GNm
r
n
dr2 = ( 2)ndr2 ; (6.29)
where n 2 N and (2) =  . When all the elds in the expansion are resummed, we obtain
the Lorentzian metric again. Since the torsion is zero, the expansion is really describing
weak gravitational elds. From the study of geodesics in section 5.1 we see that the geodesic
equation simply becomes (5.19). In particular at this order in the expansion we do not see
any terms that would give rise to the deection of light etc., i.e. everything agrees with the
prediction of Newtonian gravity.
6.3 Strong gravity expansion of the Schwarzschild metric
The situation is quite dierent if we perform an expansion of the Schwarzschild metric (6.24)
where we take the mass to be of order c2 so that M = m=c2 = constant as was done in [3].
This is a strong gravity expansion of the Schwarzschild metric, i.e. one not captured by
Newtonian gravity, but still described as a Newton-Cartan geometry.
This provides us with a dierent approximation of GR as compared to the post-
Newtonian expansion. In this case the expansion terminates at NLO and the geometry
is described the by the LO elds
dx
 =
r
1  2GNM
r
dt ; (6.30)
mdx
 = 0 ; (6.31)
hdx
dx =

1  2GNM
r
 1
dr2 + r2d
S2 ; (6.32)
dx
dx = 0 : (6.33)
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This is a torsionful Newton-Cartan spacetime which is actually a solution of the equations
of motion of the NLO Lagrangian (3.16) in the expansion of the EH Lagrangian (Galilean
gravity) as it does not involve the subleading elds.
This is a vacuum solution with torsion. In section 6.4 we will show that this can be
viewed as the exterior solution of a uid star which can be interpreted as a source for the
torsion.
6.3.1 Geodesics in static and spherically symmetric backgrounds
Let us consider the results of section 5.2 and apply them to the case of geodesics in the
torsionful geometry (6.30){(6.33). This will lead to the results reported in [33].
We will start with a slightly more general case than the one in (6.30){(6.33) and
consider a geometry with spherical symmetry which can be written as
dx
 = N(r)dt ; hdx
dx = ijdx
idxj = R2(r)dr2 + r2
 
d2 + sin2 d2

: (6.34)
The relevant equations for geodesic motion are given in (5.55){(5.57). The time component
of (5.56) is automatically satised because of  _x
 = 0 which implies _t = 0. The spatial
components obey
xi +
1
2
il (@jkl + @kjl   @ljk) _xj _xk = 1
2
ij@jN
 2 : (6.35)
We will consider motion in the equatorial plane only, i.e. _ = 0 and  = =2. In this
case (6.35) reduces to
0 = r +
1
2
R 2@rR2 _r2   r 3R 2l2   1
2
R 2@rN 2 ; (6.36)
0 = + 2r 1 _ _r = r 2
d
d

r2 _

: (6.37)
The latter equation can be integrated to r2 _ = l. This has been used in the rst equation.
Equation (5.55) becomes
N 2 = C2 +R2(r) _r2 + r2 _2 ; (6.38)
which can be rewritten as
_r2 + C2R 2  N 2R 2 +R 2r 2l2 = 0 : (6.39)
The  derivative of this equation gives (6.36). Conversely, integrating (6.36) gives (6.39)
with integration constant C2. The geodesic equations have an overall scale symmetry which
involves rescaling the geodesic parameter  and thus the angular momentum l as well as
N 2 (which in  can be compensated by rescaling t). This means that the value of C2 is
not important. The only thing that matters is whether it is zero, positive or negative. For
timelike geodesics it should be positive.
We now specialise to the geometry described by (6.30){(6.33) where we will call rs =
2GNM the Schwarzschild radius (treated as independent of c). Let us restrict attention to
geodesics for which _ 6= 0 then after rearranging we nd
dr
d
2
=
r4
l2
 

1  rs
r
C2
l2
r4 + r2

: (6.40)
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This is a well-known equation describing planetary motion (for C2 > 0) in the Schwarzschild
geometry including the eects of the perihelion precession. It also captures the phenomenon
of light deection (for C2 = 0). For more discussion we refer to [33].
6.4 Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volko equation
In this section we will show that the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volko (TOV) equation for
the hydrostatic equilibrium of a spherically symmetric isotropic body (uid star) can be
derived entirely within the non-relativistic gravity framework.
The solution we are after is known to be static, and hence we need K = 0. From the
equations of motion (6.20){(6.23) we infer that the sources must obey
T  = 0 ; T m / v ; T h P P  = 0 : (6.41)
From the boost Ward identity (4.27) we also learn T h P  = 0. In order not to source
any subleading orders we can full these conditions if we take a perfect uid as dened
in section 5.3 with only E( 4) and P( 4) nonzero. This can be seen to follow from equa-
tions (4.32){(4.34) We furthermore take for the uid velocity
U =  v ; (6.42)
so that he uid energy-momentum tensor reads
T = c2E( 4)vv + c4P( 4)h : (6.43)
The equations of motion (6.20){(6.23) then reduce to
e 1@ (eha) = 8GN
1
d  1
 
dP( 4) + (d  2)E( 4)

; (6.44)
hh
 
R  
 
r + a

a

= 8GNh
 1
d  1
 
E( 4)   P( 4)

: (6.45)
It can be shown that the 1=c2 expansion found in [3] agrees with equations (6.44) and (6.45).
The uid equations of motion are (5.85) and (5.86).
Let us now turn to the most general d = 3 static spherically symmetric ansatz for the
spacetime geometry that follows from using the results of section 6.1 and requiring the
relevant isometries, summarized by
 = N(r)
t
 = e
(r)t ; (6.46)
v =  e (r)t ; (6.47)
h = diag

0; e 2(r); 1=r2; 1=(r2 sin2 )

; (6.48)
h = diag

0; e+2(r); r2; r2 sin2 

; (6.49)
where (r) and (r) are arbitrary functions. The same ansatz can be obtained from the
1=c2 expansion of the corresponding analysis for a Lorentzian metric g using Birkho's
theorem.
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Inserting the static spherically symmetric ansatz into (6.44) and (6.45) we nd that
the equations of motion take the form
e 2
 
r00 + r02   r00 + 20
r
= 4GN
 
3P( 4) + E( 4)

; (6.50)
e 2
  r00 + 20 + r00   r02
r
= 4GN
 
E( 4)   P( 4)

; (6.51)
e 2
  r0 + r0 + e2   1
r2
= 4GN
 
E( 4)   P( 4)

: (6.52)
From these we can solve for P( 4); E( 4) to nd
e 2
r
h
20 + r 1

e2   1
i
= 8GNE( 4) = 8GNc 4E ; (6.53)
e 2
r
h
20   r 1

e2   1
i
= 8GNP( 4) = 8GNc 4P ; (6.54)
where we restored the full energy and pressure according (5.80) and (5.81) in the last
equalities.
It is convenient to dene a function M (with dimensions of mass over velocity squared)
through
E( 4) =
1
4r2
M 0 (r) : (6.55)
The solution to the rst equation can be written as
e 2 = 1  8GN
r
Z r
r0
s2E( 4) (s) ds : (6.56)
The conservation equation (5.85) gives us
P 0( 4) =  0
 
P( 4) + E( 4)

: (6.57)
This conservation equation is exactly the same as the one that appears in the relativistic
case. With this one nds that the remaining equations can be rewritten as
P 0 =  GN
r2
(P + E)
 
M(r) + 4r3c 4P

1  2M(r)GN
r
 1
; (6.58)
after reinstating factors of c2. This is exactly the relativistic TOV equation for a stellar
body of mass of the order of c2, i.e. for which M(r) = m(r)
c2
is order c0, withm the dimensions
of mass. This is the same point of view as taken in [3] and in section 6.3 of this paper.
We thus conclude that the physical structure of stellar bodies can be described com-
pletely by non-relativistic (strong) gravity. Its description does not require the principle of
relativity.
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6.5 Cosmological solutions and Friedmann equations
We will next show that Friedmann-Lema^tre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) solution solves
the LO equations of motion (6.20){(6.23). Using again the form (6.9), (6.10) for the LO
elds, we can show that in this case we must have
N = 1 ; ij = a
2(t)ij ; (6.59)
where ij is constant in time and describes a maximally symmetric space in d dimensions.
We assume that the scale factor a is independent of c. It follows that the acceleration and
extrinsic curvature satisfy
a = 0 ; K =
_a
a
h ; (6.60)
where the dot denotes dierentiation with respect to time. The equations of motion (6.20){
(6.23) then reduce to
 1
2
d(d  1)

_a
a
2
= 8GNT  ; (6.61)
1
2
vh R = 8GNT m ; (6.62)
hh R   1
2
hh R = 8GNT  ; (6.63)
 1
2
d(d  1)

_a
a
2
h   (d  1)h d
dt

_a
a

= 8GNT h P P  : (6.64)
Just like in the previous subsection we will translate this set of equations into conditions
on the 1=c2 expansion of a perfect uid. Using equations (4.32){(4.34) it follows that we
need to take a perfect uid as dened in section 5.3 with only E( 4), P( 4), E( 2) and P( 2)
nonzero. For the uid velocity we will take again
U =  v : (6.65)
This means that the uid energy-momentum tensor takes the form
T = c4P( 4)h + c2E( 4)vv + c2P( 2)h + E( 2)vv : (6.66)
The above equations of motion then simplify further to the set of equations
1
2
d(d  1)

_a
a
2
= 8GNE( 2) ; (6.67)
2k
a2
= 8GN
 
P( 4) + E( 4)

; (6.68)
0 = dP( 4) + (d  2)E( 4) ; (6.69)
 (d  1) d
dt

_a
a

= 8GN
 
P( 2) + E( 2)

; (6.70)
where k =  1; 0; 1 depending whether the spatial metric ij in ij = a2(t)ij is a maximally
symmetric space of constant negative, zero or positive curvature. The third equation follows
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from the absence of a source for torsion. We see that the sources for the spatial derivatives
are P( 4) and E( 4) while the sources for the time derivatives are P( 2) and E( 2).
After resumming the energy E and pressure P according to (5.80) and (5.81), one
obtains the Friedmann equations for a d + 1-dimensional cosmological spacetime. It is
straightforward to see that for d = 3 one can put these equations in the conventional form
_a
a
2
=
8GN
3c2
E   c
2k
a(t)2
; (6.71)
d
dt

_a
a

+

_a
a
2
=  4GN
3c2
(E + 3P ) : (6.72)
The cosmology one obtains from non-relativistic gravity thus agrees with the (relativistic)
Friedmann equations obtained from GR. If the spatial curvature k vanishes, then the
spacetime can be sourced by a perfect uid with E( 4) = P( 4) = 0.
These equations were derived from an Einstein equation written as G =
8GN
c4
T .
In the presence of a cosmological constant  this is also written as G +g =
8GN
c4
T 0 .
If we dene T 0 =
E0+P 0
c2
UU + P
0g then we have the relations P 0 = P + c
4
8GN
 and
E0 = E   c48GN . In the case of de Sitter spacetime we have a = exp (Ht) where H
is the constant Hubble parameter and k = 0. This leads to E( 4) = P( 4) = 0 and
E( 2) =  P( 2) = 3H28GN , so that E =  P = 3c
2H2
8GN
= c
4
8GN
 with  = 3H
2
c2
. The de Sitter
radius is c=H. This implies that E0 = 0 = P 0 as it should.
The leading order uid conservation equations are given by (5.85) and (5.86), reecting
that the quantities E( 4); P( 4) (which are nonzero for k 6= 0) are homogeneous and that
energy is conserved. The subleading conservation equations similarly become:
0 = h@P( 2) ; (6.73)
0 = r

E( 2)uu

+ P( 2)uhK ) (6.74)
0 = u@E( 2) + d
_a
a
 
E( 2) + P( 2)

; (6.75)
and when we rewrite these in terms of E and P , they are equivalent to the conservation
equations appearing in GR. For dierent and more canonical approaches to Newtonian
cosmology, see references [94{99].
6.6 1=c2 expansion of AdS spacetimes
As a nal example of general interest we consider the 1=c2 expansion of AdSd+1 and illus-
trate the dependence on the coordinates that are chosen before taking the limit.
The AdSd+1 metric in global coordinates (with factors of c restored) is
ds2 =  c2 cosh2 dt2 + l2  d2 + sinh2 d
2d 1 ; (6.76)
where l is the AdS radius,  > 0 is dimensionless and t has dimensions of time (if we keep
c^) or length (if we set c^ = 1). In this coordinate system we can use again (2.58), (2.58) to
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read o the corresponding type II NC geometry
dx
 = cosh dt ; (6.77)
hdx
dx = l2
 
d2 + sinh2 d
2d 1

; (6.78)
m = 0 ; (6.79)
 = 0 : (6.80)
Obviously the 1=c2 expansion terminates immediately. This NC spacetime is torsionful
with torsion vector given by
adx
 = tanh d : (6.81)
On the other hand because this coordinate system is static the extrinsic curvature vanishes,
i.e. K = 0. The same can be done starting with Poincare coordinates, also leading to
the result that the spacetime obtained from the 1=c2 expansion is torsionful.
However, the situation is dierent in FLRW coordinates. In this case the metric takes
the form
ds2 =  c2dT 2 + l2 cos2

cT
l

ds2Hd ; (6.82)
where ds2Hd is the metric of hyperbolic d-space which has k =  1 with k dened in the
previous subsection. In order to obey the 1=c2 expansion ansatz of the metric l cannot
depend on c but then the argument of the scale factor a = l cos
 
cT
l

depends on c. The
l prefactor in a is necessary in order that (6.71) gives E =  P = c48GN  with  =   3l2
so that E0 = 0 = P 0, as it should, with E0 and P 0 dened at the end of the previous
subsection. This is dierent from what we found in the de Sitter case with  = 3H
2
c2
where
the de Sitter radius c=H was chosen to be of order c. Comparing to (2.9), we conclude
that the spatial part  in (6.82) cannot be expanded analytically in 1=c
2.
Let us consider a slightly dierent coordinate system for AdS by dening r = l sinh ,
leading to the metric
ds2 =  c2

1 +
r2
l2

dt2 +
dr2
1 + r
2
l2
+ r2d
2d 1 : (6.83)
If we replace l2 by  l2 this gives us to the static patch of de Sitter spacetime. If we now
dene l = cH with H independent of c and we treat both signs of l
2 at the same time we nd
ds2 =  c2dt2 H2r2dt2 + dr
2
1 H2r2
c2
+ r2d
2d 1 ; (6.84)
where the upper sign is for AdS and the lower sign is for dS spaces. Expanding this to
NLO the resulting NC geometry can be read o as
 = dt ; hdx
dx = d~x  d~x ; m = 1
2
H2~x2dt ; (6.85)
where we left out  and where we transformed to Cartesian coordinates. Such a NC
geometry is known as the Newton-Hooke spacetime. In [100] we showed that such a space-
time can be written in the form of a non-relativistic FLRW geometry with at spatial slices
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by a sequence of NC gauge transformations. For the AdS case, i.e. the upper sign in (6.85),
one can show using the techniques of [100] that this can be written as
 = dt0 ; h0dx
dx = cos2(Ht)d~x0  d~x0 ; m0 = 0 ; (6.86)
where we transformed h and m using a Galilean boost and abelian gauge transformation
and where we furthermore transformed the coordinates. For the dS case we similarly nd
 = dt0 ; h0dx
dx = e2Htd~x0  d~x0 ; m0 = 0 : (6.87)
These should however not be confused with the FLRW spacetimes discussed above as the
latter result from a dierent 1=c2 expansion.
We conclude that, starting with the Lorentzian AdS spacetime one encounters a situ-
ation similar to the two dierent 1=c2 expansions of the Schwarzschild geometry discussed
at the beginning of this section. In that case, the dierence depends on how the mass as
a function of c2 is treated. In analogy, we see here that the expansion depends on how we
treat the cosmological constant as a function of c2.
7 Discussion and outlook
The main purpose of this paper has been the development of non-relativistic gravity (NRG)
as it appears from a large speed of light expansion of general relativity (GR). We have
given a detailed introduction to the underlying geometry, which we dubbed type II Newton-
Cartan (NC) geometry. We have presented the gauge transformations of the elds and how
they can be thought of as arising from the gauging of an algebra that in turn can be obtained
from an algebra expansion of the Poincare algebra. We dened the Lagrangian of NRG to
be given by the next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) Lagrangian in the 1=c2 expansion of
the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian in which we impose the twistless torsional Newton-Cartan
(TTNC) condition for a global foliation in terms of constant time slices with the help of
a Lagrange multiplier. We derived this Lagrangian using two dierent methods: by direct
1=c2 expansion and by using gauge invariance under type II gauge transformations. We
have subsequently discussed the resulting equations of motion and the coupling to matter.
We have furthermore described some of the main examples of matter couplings, i.e. point
particles, perfect uids, real and complex scalar elds and electrodynamics. Finally, we
have presented some of the simplest solutions of non-relativistic gravity (coupled to a
perfect uid) and commented on their physical relevance.
Open problems and future directions. As a rst avenue of further analysis, under-
standing NRG from a Hamiltonian perspective would tell us more about the number of
degrees of freedom. This can be achieved by the usual counting of the phase space dimen-
sion and constraints per spacetime point. The Hamiltonian perspective would furthermore
provide us with natural candidates for the denition of asymptotic charges such as mass, en-
ergy, momentum, angular momentum etc. In this light it would for example be interesting
to see what would happen with asymptotic symmetry groups in the non-relativistic regime.
This might help us in understanding if NRG has the potential to admit a holographic dual
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description. For example in the case of the AdS/CFT correspondence one could wonder
about what happens with the Brown-Henneaux analysis in 3 dimensions [101, 102] when we
expand in 1=c2 or what happens to the uid/gravity correspondence [103, 104] in the non-
relativistic (NR) expansion. One could also examine how to implement the 1=c2 expansion
in the bulk at the level of the boundary theory of known dualities. More generally, it is
interesting to speculate whether there is a relation with the entropic and emergent gravity
ideas of [105, 106] which are also connected to Newtonian gravity and modications thereof.
Another perspective on the theory would be provided by performing a detailed analysis
of the linearised spectrum (for example around at NC space). We do not expect that the
theory has propagating degrees of freedom, and hence we expect that the gravitational in-
teractions are instantaneous as in Newtonian gravity. Nevertheless, it would be interesting
to understand the structure of the propagators and how the theory would behave from a
perturbative QFT point of view. Obviously, it would be important to study further 1=c2
expansions of relativistic solutions in detail. This will teach us more about the conceptual
nature of non-relativistic gravity. In particular it would be interesting to see how the 1=c2
expansion of the Kerr geometry ts into this framework. This is a suciently general
spacetime to study in order to understand if there is a notion of a non-relativistic black
hole. We can then also hopefully shine some more light on the correct interpretation of the
geodesics studied in section 5.2.
It is clear from the analysis presented here that if one were to continue the expansion
of the Einstein-Hilbert (EH) Lagrangian beyond NNLO it would quickly become very
challenging. We expect that performing the same analysis in rst order formalism should
be more suited to a higher order expansion. As we have stressed in this paper, we know
the underlying symmetry principle at any given order along with the systematics of the
expansion of the EH action, but one needs to develop an ecient way to extract results.
To this end we plan to pursue the analysis of the 1=c expansion in rst order formalism
in [65]. In this connection see also the references [35, 40, 41]. A related point that needs to
be addressed is the question about the status of the odd powers of 1=c. These have been
discarded in this work as a simplifying assumption, but ultimately we need to understand
their physical signicance. In this light we refer to [61].
One of the possible applications of a higher order analysis would be to make contact
with the post-Newtonian approximation. In particular it would be of interest to construct
a map relating non-relativistic gravity in our formalism to more conventional PN param-
eterisations since it goes beyond the approximation where the torsion is zero and encodes
strong eld eects more naturally. Importantly, there may be relevant domains of valid-
ity in physical processes, such as the early phase of inspirals of compact objects, where
non-relativistic gravity can either give new results or alternative methods to check known
results. Examining the two-body problem in non-relativistic gravity will thus be important
as well. In another direction, it would be worthwhile to obtain the action and equations of
motion at higher order in the 1=c2 expansion.
It would of course also be important to examine how the non-relativistic action is
related to string theory. The current state-of-the-art includes non-relativistic strings that
probe type I NC geometry, as well as the closely related string Newton-Cartan (SNC)
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geometry. It would thus be very interesting to uncover how strings couple to the type II
NC geometry and in particular whether the beta-functions of this putative theory reproduce
our NRG theory. More generally, it would be interesting to see how branes couple to type
II TNC geometry dierently from type I TNC geometry as studied in [107, 108].
Finally there are of course various other open issues one could consider, for example
the coupling of a non-relativistic spinning particle to type II TNC, fermionic matter ac-
tions and adding spacetime supersymmetry.12 With the richness of non-relativistic physics
demonstrated so far there are certainly still numerous other interesting studies to be done.
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A Notation and conventions
The number of spatial dimensions is denoted by d. For indices we use the following:
 a; b; : : : are spatial (tangent space) indices, a = 1; : : : ; d.
 A;B; : : : (beginning of alphabet) are Lorentzian (tangent space) indices, A = 0; 1; : : : ; d.
 ; ; : : : are coordinate indices,  = 0; : : : ; d.
 M;N; : : : (middle of alphabet) are coordinate indices of Lorentzian metrics used in null
reductions, N = 0; 1; : : : ; d; d+ 1.
A superscript of the type
(n)
X indicates the order of some coecient of a Laurent/Taylor
expansion in 1=c for some objectX (c). There is one exception to this rule. When expanding
a eld  whose 1=c2 expansion starts at order c0 we write instead
 = (0) + c
 2(2) + c 4(4) +O(c 6) : (A.1)
12Supersymmetric actions for other types of non-relativistic gravity theories, e.g. with Bargmann sym-
metry, have been considered in [13, 15, 42, 109, 110].
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A.1 Acronyms
AdS anti-de Sitter. 6, 11, 64
CS Chern-Simons. 34, 35
EH Einstein-Hilbert. 4, 6, 8, 17, 21, 35, 74, 83
EOM equation of motion. 1, 6, 16, 20, 36, 43, 44, 65
FLRW Friedmann-Lema^tre-Robertson-Walker. 6, 64, 70
GED Galilean electrodynamics. 43
GR general relativity. 1, 6, 7, 20, 36, 64, 73, 81
LO leading order. 3, 12, 20, 36, 43, 65
NC Newton-Cartan. 1, 11, 21, 36, 42, 73, 78
NCG Newton-Cartan gravity. 44
NLO next-to-leading (or subleading) order. 3, 12, 20, 36, 43
NNLO next-to-next-to-leading (or subsubleading) order. 4, 12, 36, 44, 73
NR non-relativistic. 1, 6, 43, 74
NRG non-relativistic gravity. 4, 6, 20, 25, 35, 42, 64, 73
PN post-Newtonian. 1
SNC string Newton-Cartan. 1, 75
TNC Torsional Newton-Cartan, i.e.  ^ d 6= 0. 1, 3, 77, 78
TOV Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volko. 1, 64
TTNC Twistless torsional Newton-Cartan, i.e.  ^ d = 0. 3, 4, 22, 36, 43, 50, 64, 73, 78
WI Ward identity. 6, 28, 35, 38, 43
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A.2 Curvature
For any torsionful connection   with covariant derivative r the Riemann tensor R
and torsion tensor T  are universally dened through
[r;r ]X = RX   T rX ; (A.2)
[r;r ]X =  RX   T rX ; (A.3)
so explicitly
R
   @  + @       +    ; (A.4)
T   2 [] : (A.5)
The Bianchi identities are
R[]
 = T [T

]  r[T ] ; (A.6)
r[R] = T [R] : (A.7)
The Ricci tensor is also universally dened as
R  R : (A.8)
We will always work with a connection such that
  = @ logM ; (A.9)
where M is the measure, which corresponds to the condition for the existence of a parallel
volume form. This implies that
R
 = 0 ; (A.10)
and hence that the antisymmetric part of the Ricci tensor is
2R[] =  2T [T ] + T T  +rT   rT  +rT  : (A.11)
In this paper we use three dierent choices of ane connections. The formulae of this
appendix apply to all of these three choices.
A.3 Comparison of notations
The notation in this paper have been streamlined and diers from some of the choices
in previous works. To make comparison easier we present in this appendix table 1 with
notations used in two other papers [3, 4].
B Review of torsional Newton-Cartan geometry
Torsional Newton-Cartan (TNC) geometry has been reviewed extensively in the literature.
We repeat here the most fundamental aspects, see also references [9, 10, 12, 43, 60, 76, 111].
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This work Hansen et al. 2018 [4] Van den Bleeken 2017 [3]
Clock 1-form   
v v  
v^ v^  ^
Spatial metrics h h h
h h h
h h h^   2^
Subleading elds m m  C
B -  B
 -  hh
 2(B^)   hh^ -
Y  - 2^ (h)B^ + ^

Torsion vectors a^ a a^
a - -
Extrinsic curvatures K - -
K K K^   2^(a^)    ^@^
^ ~ ^
Connections    


(nc)
 
  - -
Table 1. Comparison of notation used in three dierent papers including the present one. A `-'
denotes that the corresponding object has not been dened in the corresponding paper.
TNC geometry is characterised by three tensors ; h ;m with h symmetric and
of signature (0; 1; : : : ; 1), subject to the following gauge redundancies
 = L ; (B.1)
h = Lh +  +  ; (B.2)
m = Lm + @ +  ; (B.3)
where  obeys v
 = 0 with v
 dened as follows. The inverse of   + h is given
by  vv + h with v =  1, vh = 0, h = 0 and hh =  + v. The
inverse objects transform as
v = Lv + h ; (B.4)
h = Lh : (B.5)
The parameter  corresponds to local Galilean (or Milne) boosts and the parameter  to
Abelian gauge transformations associated with particle number conservation.
TNC geometries only admit degenerate metric structures given by  and h
 re-
spectively. Lower indices can thus no longer be raised at will because contravariant and
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covariant tensors of the same rank cannot be mapped to each other in a one-to-one way.
The non-uniqueness in v; h can be interpreted as the ambiguity due to frames related by
local Galliean boost transformations (also sometimes called Milne boosts in the literature).
In addition to  and h
 , one can dene the following Galilean boost-invariant space-
time tensors
v^  v   hm ; h  h   2(m) ; ^   vm +
1
2
hmm : (B.6)
These form a convenient set of variables to describe TNC geometry and they satisfy the
completeness relations
v^ =  1 ; v^ =   + hh : (B.7)
It should be noted that v^, h and ^ are not invariant under the Abelian gauge transfor-
mation with parameter .
One can also dene an ane connection   so that we may take covariant derivatives.
It is natural to require the TNC equivalent of metric compatibility r = 0; rh = 0.
The rst of these conditions implies that any metric compatible connection must have
the same temporal projection of the torsion tensor 2 

[] = 2@[]. Thus constraints on
torsion imply restrictions on the geometric data in contradistinction the case of Riemannian
geometry.
We distinguish between three possible classes of Newton-Cartan geometry:
1. (Torsionless) Newton-Cartan (NC) geometry, d = 0.
2. Twistless torsional Newton-Cartan (TTNC) geometry,  ^ d = 0.
3. Torsional Newton-Cartan (TNC) geometry,  ^ d 6= 0.
The full TNC case is acausal as has been argued in [60], but is still interesting in applications
to eld theory and holography because the energy current is the response to varying an
unconstrained . On the other hand in the torsionless Newton-Cartan geometry there is
a notion of absolute time as
H
 = 0 implies that all observers agree on the time interval
between events. For most purposes we will restrict ourselves to the twistless torsional
Newton-Cartan geometry which denes a spacetime foliation whose normal 1-form is  .
In [93, 112] it was shown that any boost invariant TNC connection may be written as
  =  

 + C

 ; (B.8)
where we dene a distinguished TNC connection as
    v^@ +
1
2
h
 
@h + @h   @h

(B.9)
and C is a spacetime tensor; a TNC analogue of the \contortion" tensor. For
  the
torsion tensor is given by T  =  2v^@[]. The connection   is manifestly boost
invariant while, unless d = 0, it is not invariant under the Abelian gauge transformation
with parameter .
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We will also make use of the non-boost invariant connection
    v@ +
1
2
h (@h + @h   @h) ; (B.10)
which has the nice property that it does not contain m and is therefore invariant under
the  gauge transformation. It has non-zero torsion given by T  =  2v@[].
C Null reduction of Einstein gravity
C.1 General properties of null reductions
It is well-known that what we refer in this paper to as type I NC geometry can be obtained
from null reduction of a Lorentzian metric with a null isometry, see for example [113, 114].
We will denote the null Killing vector by @@u . If the d + 1 dimensional NC spacetime has
coordinates x then the null uplifted Lorentzian geometry has coordinates xM = (u; x).
Any Lorentzian metric with a null isometry and its inverse can be written as
gMN =
 
g gu
gu guu
!
=
 
h 
 0
!
; (C.1)
gMN =
 
g gu
gu guu
!
=
 
h  v^
 v^ 2^
!
; (C.2)
where guu = 0 due to the existence of the null Killing vector @u. The null reduction
of the components of the (d + 2)-dimensional Levi-Civita connection  ^LMN (without any
constraints on ) is
 ^ =  v^@() +
1
2
h
 
@h + @h   @h

=  () ; (C.3)
 ^u =   K   2(@)^ ; (C.4)
 ^u =  ^

u =
1
2
h (@   @) = 1
2
h ; (C.5)
 ^uu =  ^
u
u =
1
2
v^ (@   @) = 1
2
a^ ; (C.6)
 ^uu =  ^
u
uu = 0 : (C.7)
We denote the higher-dimensional Levi-Civita connection and associated curvatures with
a hat. Note that the null-reduced Levi-Civita connection is equal to the symmetric part of
the boost invariant NC connection (B.9). The denitions of extrinsic curvatures K ; a^
can be found in table 2.
A very useful object is the null reduction of the Ricci tensor, which has the following
components
R^ = R   r []   ra^  
1
2
a^a^ + h


K(j + (j@^

j) ; (C.8)
R^u =  1
2
e
 1@ (eha^) ; (C.9)
R^uu =
1
4
hh ; (C.10)
where R is the Ricci tensor corresponding to the connection (B.9).
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The extremely useful property of these expressions is that they transform nicely under
the Bargmann U(1) gauge transformation of type I NC geometry. These transformations
are easy to derive using the fact that the U(1) corresponds to the following higher dimen-
sional dieomorphism
u0 = u+ (x) ; x0 = x ; (C.11)
with
m0 = m + @ : (C.12)
Innitesimally this reads u =  u where u is the u-component of M , the generator
of (d + 2)-dimensional dieomorphisms. Using the tensorial transformation rule of R^MN
under a dieomorphism generated by M =  Mu one shows that
R^ =  R^u@   R^u@ ; R^u =  R^uu@ ; R^uu = 0 ;
R^ = 0 ; R^u = R^@ ; R^
uu = 2R^u@ : (C.13)
These transformation rules are fully general and thus true for any TNC geometry.
From the higher-dimensional Bianchi identities for the Einstein tensor, i.e. r^M G^MN=0,
we can derive two very important results
e 1@

eG^u

= 0 ; (C.14)
e 1@

eG^u

=  a^G^u + KG^ + 2G^u@^ : (C.15)
They are true for any TNC geometry. In fact, since these are identities, they are true
regardless of which U(1) transformation we assign the elds to have! To derive these
results one needs to use the null reduction formulae for the higher dimensional Christoel
connection (C.3){(C.7).
The rst of these Bianchi identities, (C.14), is the geometrical counterpart of Bargmann
mass conservation. This follows by using the (d + 2)-dimensional Einstein equation and
recognising T^u as the mass current of the lower-dimensional theory, see e.g. appendix A
of [56]. The second identity (C.15) is the geometrical counterpart of energy conservation.
The dierence between the two is just a raising or lowering of the u index. Furthermore,
using an argument similar to the one leading up to (C.13), it can be shown that G^u is
Bargmann U(1) invariant for any TNC geometry whereas G^u is not, not even for TTNC
geometry.
If we specialise to TTNC geometries the null reduction of the Ricci tensor simplies to
R^ = R()  
1
2
a^a^   r(a^) + ^ha^a^ + a^( r)v^ ; (C.16)
R^u =  1
2
e
 1@ (eha^) ; (C.17)
R^uu = 0 : (C.18)
The higher-dimensional Ricci scalar R^ for TTNC geometries is given by
R^ = h R   2e 1@ (eh a^) + 1
2
h a^a^ : (C.19)
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Furthermore, for TTNC geometries we have that G^u = 0 and G^
uu is given by
G^uu = v^v^ R   ^h R + 1
2
^h a^a^ : (C.20)
Using standard manipulations with commutators and the denition of the Riemann tensor
it can be shown that (up to a total derivative)
v^v^ R =
 
h K
2   hh K K : (C.21)
We will thus consider G^uu as a nicely transforming completion of the kinetic term.
C.2 Newtonian gravity vs. null reduced general relativity
In this section we review how to obtain standard Newtonian gravity in the torsionless
Newton-Cartan framework. We will also compare this to the null reduction of general
relativity (GR).
When d = 0 we can write the connection (B.9) as
  =  

 +K

 ; (C.22)
where
  =  v@ +
1
2
h (@h + @h   @h) ; (C.23)
K =  
1
2
h (F + F) ; (C.24)
where F = @m   @m is the Bargmann U(1) curvature. The connection   only
depends on the U(1) invariant elds  and h . This connection is not Galilean boost
invariant. Note that the dependence of   on m is via the addition of a tensor K

 . The
sourceless NC equations of motion R = 0 can then be written as
hh R = 0 ; (C.25)
hv R =  1
2
e 1@

ehhF

; (C.26)
vv R =  e 1@ (evhF)  1
4
hhFF : (C.27)
In NC gravity this should be supplemented with the condition d = 0. The left hand
side is pure geometric data and the right hand side depends entirely on the \electric" and
\magnetic" eld strength components of F . The divergence of the electric eld strength
in the third equation, i.e. e 1@ (evhF), is what gives rise to Newton's law of gravity
when appropriately sourced by a mass density.
The null reduction of the Einstein equations of motion, in the absence of sources,
also leads to R = 0. It does not lead to d = 0 on the nose. However one can make
the argument that the sourceless null reduced Einstein equations of motion force d = 0.
This happens in two steps. First of all the equation of motion (C.10) leads to the TTNC
condition and secondly the EOM v^R^u = 0 implies that
@ (eh
a) = 0 : (C.28)
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Since furthermore (E.2) holds, which means that ha = N
 1h@N for some function
N dened via  = NdT , this equation is a Laplacian acting on N . This follows from the
fact that e = N
p
 where  is the metric on the T = constant slices. These spatial slices
are described by d-dimensional Riemannian geometry. In particular they are Ricci at as
follows from the equation R = 0. In the absence of sources the clock 1-form  , which
denes the foliation of the spacetime, must be everywhere regular. That means that N is
a bounded harmonic function on a Ricci at d-dimensional geometry. Such functions must
be constant and so a = 0 implying that d = 0.
Hence for d = 0 we observe a Bargmann invariance of the sourceless equations of NC
geometry. It is therefore tempting to suggest that the sourceful generalisation should also
obey Bargmann invariance. The sourceful NC equations that correspond to Newtonian
gravity are given by13
R = 8GN
d  2
d  1 : (C.29)
We will now argue that this equation is not compatible with a Bargmann invariant coupling
of NC geometry to matter.
The mass current J in a Bargmann invariant theory is U(1) invariant and conserved.
The only candidate geometrical quantity that obeys the same properties is the G^u com-
ponent of the Einstein tensor on a background with a null isometry (see (C.14)). Hence
the coupling must be
G^u / J : (C.30)
From a null reduction point of view we have of course that J = T^u, where T^MN is the
null uplifted energy-momentum tensor. This equation implies that upon contraction with
 we obtain
R^uu / T^uu =  : (C.31)
From the form of R^uu in (C.10) we thus see that mass sources  ^ d 6= 0. This is in
direct conict with Newtonian gravity described in the previous section because in that
theory the notion of mass is compatible with d = 0. Hence  in (C.29) is not a Bargmann
mass density. We thus conclude that Newtonian gravity cannot originate from a Bargmann
invariant theory.14
We can make this a bit more explicit by performing a null reduction of the Einstein-
Hilbert Lagrangian, which up to total derivatives yields
L = e
16GN

h R +
1
2
h a^a^   1
2
^hh

: (C.32)
This is not a consistent reduction but the inconsistency is extremely mild in that all of
its equations of motion agree with the null reduction of Einstein's equation. It only fails
to reproduce the G^uu / T^ uu equation of motion. The reason for this is simply that the
null reduction sets g^uu = 0 o shell and so we cannot vary this component. Furthermore,
13We ignore here the second term on the right hand side of (4.60) and focus only on the coupling to mass.
14Indeed, as shown in [4] and elaborated on in section 2.4 the underlying algebra that follows from the
1=c2 expansion of the Poincare algebra is dierent.
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Boost invariant metrics v^  v   hm
h  h   2(m)
^   vm + 12hmm
    mm   2B()
Torsion vectors a  Lv
a^  Lv^
Extrinsic curvatures K   12Lvh
K   12Lv^h
Other curvatures   @   @
F  @m   @m   am + am
Connections     v@ + 12h (@h + @h   @h)
    v^@ + 12h
 
@h + @h   @h

Table 2. Denitions of elds and derived objects such as torsion vectors, extrinsic curvatures and
ane connections used in the main text.
the G^uu / T^ uu equation of motion does not impose any constraints on any of the other
equations of motion that follow from the null reduced action. The reason is that for any
given ^, the equations of motion G^ / T^ together with G^u / T^u form a closed set.
The remaining equation G^uu / T^ uu, instead of imposing a constraint merely completes
the other equations of motion by suppling an equation of motion from which ^ can be
determined.
Finally we remark that the T^ uu component of the null reduced energy-momentum is
not a new independent source but a composite object that is formed from various other
sources. All of the above implies that we can use the null reduced Einstein-Hilbert (EH)
action to study the coupling between geometry and matter for Bargmann invariant theories.
On shell one then simply complements the equations of motion with G^uu / T^ uu to provide
an equation for ^. The point is the when adding matter in a Bargmann invariant manner
the eld ^ couples to the mass density. It then follows that the ^ equation of motion
leads to the same conclusion as before, namely that Bargmann mass density sources TNC
torsion for which  ^ d 6= 0. We conclude that in order to couple matter to NC gravity
we cannot use type I NC geometry. In particular, in section 4 we show that type II NC
geometry will lead to a consistent coupling between gravity and matter.
D Torsional Newton-Cartan identities
In this appendix we collect useful identities that hold for type I and type II NC geometries.
Throughout this appendix we will not impose any restrictions on the clock 1-form  .
D.1 Summary of denitions
We present in table 2 a summary of the denitions of elds used throughout the paper.
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D.2 Identities for covariant derivatives, Riemann and Ricci tensors
The torsion tensor of   is given by
T   2 [] =  v ; (D.1)
and we may calculate the covariant derivatives
r = 0 ; (D.2)
rh = 0 ; (D.3)
rv =  hK ; (D.4)
rh =  K   K : (D.5)
Likewise the torsion tensor of the boost invariant connection   is given by
T   2 [] =  v^ ; (D.6)
and we can derive the following covariant derivatives
r = 0 ; (D.7)
rh = 0 ; (D.8)
rv^ =  h

K + @^  ^

(D.9)
rh = 2^()   2@^  2(@)^  2( K) : (D.10)
From the above we may derive the following useful contractions and projections:
v^ rv^ = +2^ha^ + h@^ ; (D.11)
h rv^ =  hh

K   ^

; (D.12)
h rh =  rv^ (D.13)
v^ rh = 2(

@)^ + 2^a^)

(D.14)
v^ rh = 2@^ + @^ + K   ^ (D.15)
v^v^ rh = v^@^  @^  2^a^ (D.16)
v^v^v^ rh =  2v^@^ (D.17)
The Riemann tensor R
 as dened in (A.4) and Ricci tensor R = R
 enjoy a
number of useful properties and identities:
R
 = 0 ; (D.18)
R[]
 =  r[ T ] + T [ T ] ; (D.19)
R[] =  
1
2
r T    r[a^] ; (D.20)
R
h =   Rh ; (D.21)
3 r[ R] = T  R + T  R + T  R ; (D.22)
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with analogous identities for R
. If we now contract  and  in (D.22) and furthermore
contract that equation with vh we can derive the following contracted Bianchi identity
e 1@

e

h v^ R   1
2
v^h R

=  hh K R + 1
2
h Kh
 R : (D.23)
This is a bit similar to the divergence of the Einstein tensor in GR except that here we are
considering the h v^ component of the Ricci tensor. There are similar identities for the
other components.
D.3 Identities for extrinsic curvatures
We have the following useful contractions
v^a^ = 0 ; (D.24)
a^ T

 = 0 ; (D.25)
h rv^ =  hh K : (D.26)
Using that the Lie derivative satises the Leibniz rule one may derive
ha^ = 2K
 = h
 T  ; (D.27)
K v^
 =  a^^  Lv^^ ; (D.28)
K v^
v^ = Lv^^ ; (D.29)
a^v^
 = Lv^hh   2h K : (D.30)
D.4 Variational calculus
D.4.1 Basic relations
A complete set of type I NC data can be formed from the set of elds h ; v^; ^. Hence
when considering variations we can consider the variations of h ; v^; ^. This set is con-
venient when working with manifestly boost invariant objects. Alternatively we can work
with the independent set of elds  and h . They are related via
h =  2^ +
 
h + h

v^   hhh (D.31)
 = v^
   hh (D.32)
e =  e

1
2
hh
   v^

; (D.33)
where
h
 = 0 : (D.34)
Conversely we also have the relations (3.78){(3.81) derived in the main part of the paper.
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D.4.2 Connection and torsion
We nd for the variation of   :
  =  v r + hK  
1
2
vhh   1
2
vhh
+
1
2
h
vh +
1
2
h
 
rh + rh   rh

; (D.35)
while the variation of   is given by:
  =  
1
2
h
hv^
 (@^ + @^)h   Kh + 2ha^^
+ ^ha^( + )  1
2
ha^(h + h)v^

 v^r + 1
2
h
 
rh + rh   rh

: (D.36)
Useful contractions and projections are:
h  = + [+h
a^ + h
] v^
 +

+
1
2
hh   hh

rh ; (D.37)
  = + [ a^    ] v^ + [ v^] r +

 1
2
h

rh ; (D.38)
h  = + [ ha^   h] v^ +

 1
2
hh + v^




rh : (D.39)
From this we can derive the variation of the torsion vector:
a^ =
h
v^
i
 (v^
) + [ 2v^] r[] : (D.40)
D.4.3 Ricci tensor
In the conventions introduced in section A.2 the variation of the Ricci tensor is given in
terms of variations of the connection as:
R = r   r    2 []  : (D.41)
The (spatial) trace is easier to calculate because of metric compatibility and gives:
hR = r
 
h 
 r  h   2 []  h  : (D.42)
Assuming that it does not multiply anything except the measure we can calculate h R
as found in (3.24){(3.25). For h R we nd
h R = +
h
hh
i
^
+
h
2haa + 2h
a   ^hh + h ra + h r
i
v^
+
h
  haah   h rah + aa + ra + v^ ra
  h K   h Ka + ha K   ^h
+ 3^ha + 2^h
 + h
@^
i
h : (D.43)
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D.4.4 Extrinsic curvatures
We nd for the variation of K :
 K =  1
2
Lv^h   1
2
Lv^h
= + [a^ + a^] ^ + [ v^
] @^
+

 1
2
a^h   1
2
a^h +  K +  K

v^ +

 1
2
h   1
2
h

Lv^v^
+
  Kh   h K h + +1
2
hh

Lv^h +

 1
2
rh

v^
+

 1
2
h

rv^ +

 1
2
h

rv^ +
h
^ + ^
i
v^ : (D.44)
Useful projections are:
h K = + [ a^] v^ +
    v^ rv^
+
h
  K + 2^a + @^
i
h +

+
1
2
v^h

rh ; (D.45)
hh K = + [ ha^ ( + v^)] v^ + [ h ( + v^)] rv^
+
 2h K ( + v^)  v^v^a^ h
+

+
1
2


 + 

v^


Lv^h : (D.46)
E Twistless torsional Newton-Cartan identities
This appendix is very similar to the previous one except that we now assume that  obeys
the hypersurface orthogonality (or TTNC) condition  ^ d = 0. All of the identities of
appendix D of course all apply here as well but there are many simplications when the
TTNC condition is imposed.
E.1 Special TTNC identities
The most fundamental identity for TTNC geometry is
@   @ = a   a ; (E.1)
where a = Lv and a^ = Lv^. A second useful TTNC identity is the result that
hh (@a   @a) = 0 : (E.2)
Due to the presence of torsion one can show that, using the Bianchi identity for R[]
,
3 R[]
 = (rv^) (@   @) + (rv^) (@   @)
+ (r v^) (@   @) : (E.3)
The antisymmetric part of the Ricci tensor is nonzero and equal to
2 R[] = (a   a) rv^ + v^( r a^    ra^) : (E.4)
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If instead of contracting the second Bianchi identity (for  = ) with vh we contract it
with two inverse spatial metrics we obtain (for TTNC),
r

hh R   1
2
hh R

= 0 : (E.5)
E.2 Variational calculus
E.2.1 Basic identities
For TTNC geometry we only need to calculate some projective variations. The  variation
along  is best computed by setting

  
 ; (E.6)
for arbitrary 
. In order to compute the h variation it is sucient to consider
Ph  P P  h (E.7)
where P  hh . The P variations of the other geometric objects are given by:
P v
 = 0 ; (E.8)
P  = 0 ; (E.9)
Ph
 =  hhPh ; (E.10)
P = 0 : (E.11)
E.2.2 Connections, Ricci tensor R and extrinsic curvatures
It can be shown that for the connection   and its associated Ricci tensor we have sim-
plications compared to the general variations (D.35), (D.36), (3.24){(3.25) and (D.43):
P  

 =
1
2
h
 
rPh + rP h   rPh

; (E.12)
hhP R = h
h

rP     rP  

: (E.13)
We have some relevant variations that are needed in section 3.1.3.
P (h
K) =  vP   ; (E.14)
Pa = 0 : (E.15)
Furthermore, it can be shown that varying ^ in the connection   gives for twistless
torsion
^
 

^d=0 = h
@^ + 2h
a^^ : (E.16)
With this result it follows that the variation of v^v^ R with respect to ^ results in a total
derivative.
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E.2.3 Ricci tensor R
We will now study various projections of the variations of R that are needed in sec-
tion 3.2.2. First of all considering the spatial trace multiplied by a scalar function X under
the assumption of hypersurface orthogonality of  leads to
X
 
h R

=
"
h
 
a^ + r
  
a^X + rX

h

   r
h
v^
 
a^X + 2 rX
i
  a^ + r a^X + rX
+Xh a^ K
#
h : (E.17)
Secondly, we also need the projection hh R , which contracted with a symmetric
tensor X after a bit of work gives
X
 
hh R

=
"
h
 
a^ + r
  
a^X + rX   a^X   rX

v^


  h  a^ + r a^X + rX
+
1
2
h
 
a^ + r
 
a^X + rX

+
1
2
h
 
a^ + r
 h 
a^X + rX

hh
i
  h r
h
v^ rX
i#
h : (E.18)
E.3 1=c2 expansion formulae
Expanding the measure gives
1
c
p g = e

1 +
1
c2
^ +
1
2c2
h  +O(c 4)

= e

1 +
1
c2
 +
1
2c2
h +O(c 4)

: (E.19)
The Levi-Civita connection (2.15) is expanded as
  = c
2 ( 2) +  

(0) + c
 2 (2) +O(c 4) ; (E.20)
which can be expressed in terms of Galilean boost invariant objects according to
 ( 2) = h
a ; (E.21)
 (0) =
    v^a   hh a ; (E.22)
hh 

(2) = h
h K : (E.23)
We placed the power of c 1 symbol as a subscript to distinguish it from the expansion in
equation (2.15).
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